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Selected Ad A Best All Round Kentuelty Communny Newspaper

'EMBER 18, 1963

The Afternoon
Daily Newspaper
For Murray
and
Calloway County

In
God
We
Trust

•

Ljnited Press International

F DOUBLE TALK

•KENNEDY IS ACCUS
flans for a regional. rtsd Cross
avertabee have ben unueanced by
Bert) aei C. Harvey, eh:Orman of
the Cal:Away' County etariter of
eh, American Red Cross.
'Ms eieeting will be held at the,
innriyrile State Park at Dawson
Sprines, Kentucky.
The various committee chairmen
deaf the local chapter 10.11 spend one
'day in work etyma fat their part:eater committee.
Representatives from
Ne t e •
ileadealarters.of the American lied
Crosi, Washineton. D. C., will be
present to as.sis' in the discusa(n
groepa. The local chapter will have
the benefit of advice from trained
pr ifession'al personnel to enable
theni to better serve the resident...
of Calloway CoUnty in all phases
iff _Red Cross. Approximately 35
counties will be repres,mted at tile
one day meeting.
Attending the meetiv will be MI
Harvey, Mapin 0. Wrather. De,
ester Cherritan. Vex Mary E Para,
I'\ '('live Secretary. Mrs. ntzabetli
Tleeill,
4‘11. Home Seridee•Chairanni
Mrs Ci
McDevitt. volunteet
Chairman. Mrs. Juanita Lynn. Carii
; 'eats Calairinan. Mrs. Jane Barlov
an,: Mrs. Lucille Kelley.
sJ Mr. Hervey will be the leader in
tilt DiSaster Preparedness worksteel with C. Milton Jackson Dtraetur of Diameter. Eastern Area
;i eaneeltant and Mrs. Jane Clay
sI herlanci Disaster Represented we.
I eliana and Kentucky. aistating

Pyone

FFEE

DONUTS

JR GALA
1 p.m.

r 19th

Case Is
H?ard in Circult
*Court Yesterday
A ccident

The case of Boone Cleaners vs
Geraldine Kelly was held yesterdat
in Cireart Court. The ease involved
an hecident between a truck owned
L'. the cleaning firm and a car
driven by Don Kelly and owned by
Mrs. Kelly.
The incident occurred about onehalf wile north of the Lake Stop
lieroeery on the Van Cleve Road.
Mrs Kelly was awarded $400 on
counter claim.
Today another civil suit will be
heard. Murray Wholesale Grocery
Company vs H. W Worrell, Opal
Smith and Joyce Barnett Barber.
Mr. Worrell has entered a counter
,eatin against Opal Smith and Joyce
Pareett Barber on grounds he is
not liable for the claim against
him.
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Ht7sLratio.n at Murray State Coty .enalintune t -day with sec'oe.1 semester, transfer freshmen,
se,I -marinate students being enreeled.
,
o- reli•e et is cepected to
re, eh 4.0eo by the comelstion of retra Lion.
• "he registiar's office and the puleeey elfice at tree 111:gr'Salp MIS
•
they MCPeCted to have some
of aaal enrollment figures to re.: .t by Frelay.
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a sew
ti eloriaciieon, Tense r/0 Irialgligoitee.adigitweed* require
it deo, %ere inter
s eilintreole Leyte .
-I, :Arty , tithe. 'lie: double broker, line nen as a
jeut-which
e
re-t ei e. neer -heti been favored lieeeproposeat -route
aimarently has iken disc ellen.

5(4.iLv fi Stilt_
in RS Funds
'or The County

Rev. Ralph McConnell,
Ai-tv.
Will Prea.ch
First BaptiA Church I

• eaterial nominee Edward 1'. BreaBy AROLE M. MARTIN •
FRANKFORT, Ky. tat, -- Atty. thitt Jr.. and Riabert Metthcwe,
•
Gen. John B. Breckenridge is quite format' assietant• attorney generel
to
succeed
Breckobviously irritated by the reaction ;and a candidate
County Judea Robert 0 Milk!
-especially from poetical candidates iroidge-/wild s;atiments disavow-.
--to his opinion elech held Bible ing the opinion.
(h.% morning was notified by. the
took
greckinridge
Laze Tuesiey.
State. Highway Department district
reading and prayer in Kentucky
°Me in Paducah that approximateschools unconstitutional in light of. Republican gubernatorial nominee
what
he
for
recent decisions of the Ti. S. Su- Louie B. Nunn to aek
, la $27400 remained in RS Funds
called "demagogic innuendo. misdue (7,1lonsitaronnty
theme Court.
conin
A . Imeaellrte reilv was needed.
Altheugh he refrained from COM.. statements and distortions"
Jud.e• y In, r e
netified: as eto
menting Wednesday when informed nection with the opinion.
Ruling Appears UnpopalAr
ea.t. desired of
v i'at
be united- Press International of
opinthe
Fordwing issuance of
taese
,ds, if any blacktopping
the tritest injection of the issue into
esehliCarcemeoelaro which wee ix-qessted by state
Wendell
estrates could
paign. Breckenridge indicated he Sept. a Public Instruction
leaChers
ii I be sun:awned to the courthouse
would make a abatement when he P Putler.
attacked
aas well as lay citizens
within the required time. Judge Milreturned from New York City,
,
ler called al/ county elected officials
The controversy over his opin- Breekinridge' ruling.
issue
But the injection of the
rosether to discuss the proposal.
ion became further embroiled when
A bus has been chartered by the two Democratic candidates -gutier- imo the rurrent political campaign
It was the considered opinion of
Master Masons to attend the Mareally stoked tht fire.
these discussing the question, that
Ralpe
T.
Melronnell
Bro.
sonic Fraternal Day to be held Sun-1
opinion
Nunn, who charged the
it was properly a question to be
day. September 22, at Freedom Hall
was issued by Gov. Bert toeless and
Rev. Ralph T. McConnell. former breught before the Fiscal Court for
•
Loinsvele.
Breckin
Breathitt., "volunteered" by
of the einkins Sprint, Bap- a full discussion. The court will not
their wives and ,
P The Masons and
inridee, .and -circulated" by eet _ehe tt
preach at beth -Pleet--141" vitxt-'1"4" however,
.
other members of the various orders
•Iisse7e
.
state Board of Education,
snieces at the -F1rst BaptIet Church • and a reedy was needed before
Mason
are
attend
expected
to
the
prison
of
• The Murray Jaycees heel their that no one "woi la go to
on Sunday in the absence of the noon today.
the sporial day
After a discussion of the matter.
regular monthly business meeting
pastor Dr. H. C. Chiles. .
Pape
(Continues
on
Mat night at the Thane::: Inn.
Since leaving Sinkint Spunk Bap- Judge Miller called 0. K. Bennett
Ross McClain reported on the
List Church, Rev. McConnell has of the DIstrict Office in Paducah.
tennis tournament he helped peaserved as pastor of the Munford- iinfl (Old him that under the cirmote.
vele Baptist Church and the Park- einnstances, he had no recernmenBill Redic brought the club up
lend Septet Clench in Louisville. datian as to the disposal of the
I
to date on the rodeo. Lob Ovetbey.
At the Present tune he es serving re, fends. He added that when the
community development chairman,
supetintendent of the Glen Dale fain did meet., and the advice of
()rifted Pre*, Internationa/
introduced Fred Schultz as the
Childreles Home, Glendale, Ken- the collet was needed by the HighILINITED NATIONS, N. Y. (UM tucky. The home is supported bx way Department. then they-would
special guest. Mr. Schultz spoke on
86
High Yesterday
be glad to discuss it.
The need of the expansion of the -Ruseie today proposed a sum- Batatist Churches in Kentucky.
Low Yesterday
57 Murray-City school system and die- mit conference of 18 countries in
Judge Miller said that he did not
Rev. and Mrs. McConnell I the
es cuesed the projected eepansion Oiler Moscow nest Near to work out a fernier
7:15 Today
Rath Lane of Stiuttiat are eant to make the decialTin as .to
"general and Complete disarmaa number of years.
both aeoduates of Mutray State the diseosal of the funds himself
ment" treaty and di-euss relexa- cellege. tie is also a graduate- of and that it rightly should be deRobert Hendon spoke on the futension.
lion of international
Kentucky Lake: 7 a. in. 35-5.2 ture possibilities of the fair and
the Ss-either.: Paptist Seminary in cided by the Fiscal evert.
down 01 ft: below dam 303.4 up 0.3 Harold Beaman reported on its final
Louisville. The couple has two chilIn 24 hours. Barkley Dam 303.1 down outcome.
dreh and will, be With him her in
0.1 ft.
Nat Green gave the financial reMurray on Sunday.
port.
The many friends of, Rev. and
Mrs. MeConeella ancra
general
V
tei
to hear him at
Sunset. 5:59; sunrise 5:43.
The Almo High School Parent- public, are iacel
Teecher Aesociation will have a the morph* and. evening service
The condition of Master Darrell
Western Kentucky - Fair today
call meeting at the school on Mon- on Sunday.
Wayne Love who was injured in an
tonight.
Mild,
high
83
to
88.
2
p.
and
day. Septembee 23, at
reaomobIle accident on Monday at
The Calloway County Association
Warmer tonight. low 60 to 65. InMrs. Nohna Garland, president,
Id 15 a. m. hear Aurora was listed as
creasing cloudiness and a-arm Fri- of Childhood Education will meet urges all members to sattend.
soisfactory today by Bernard Harat the A. B. Austin School Monday,
day.
ve.-, administrator of the Murray
September 23, at 5:30 p. m.
PONY IS FOUND
HCspital.
Dr. W. F. Steely Of the social
The 5 a. m. IESTi temperatures:
--Master Love. age 15 months. was
Louisville and Lexington 56, Cos'- Sciences department - of Murray
The City Police reported today :seiner' in a car weir his mother,
A black, Shetland pony is being
Bowling
College
lngton
52,
Paducah
53._
State
will
be
the
guest
Herman
Lassiter.
The
pony
past
24
e
held by
that the
hours had been Mrs. Jerry Love. at the time of the
'Green 51. London 46, Hopkinsville speaker.
just walked up and is being held for quiet with no arrests made. The aesident, it was reported. His parA potluck slipper will be -served the owner. Air. Lassiter may be Fire Department also reports no ents are Me` and MrS. Jerry Love
52. Evansville. Ind.. and Huntington, W Va., 51.
preceding the meeting
activity in the past 24 hours.
of Route One, Hardin.
called at 753-1303.

Bus Chartered By
Masons For Sunday

Jaycees In Regular
Monthly Meeting

Weather
Report

•

;ien-ibee 27
:hs Cale- wee Come.. Airricultioal
St-1,41786cl; root Conservation Commetee, far wee ye er v ill be elected
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uLLET IN

Ahnis PTA To Hold
Call Meet Monday

Injured Baby Is
Said Satisfactory

Calloway ACE To
Meet On Monday

No Arrests Made
By City Police

•
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IN OUre 114th YEAH

• - ,

Democrats Reply In Debate To
COP Charges Against President
-- RepubliWASHINGTON TN.
cans today accused President Kennedye of double talk in his promise
to held down government spending
if his proposed tax cut is passed.
Democrata replied in congressional debate following the President's
address
Wednesday
nationwide
: nicht that GOP efforts to tie the
cut to budget curbs would jeopardize prosnects for the tax slash.
Ho
peak.er John W. McCormack `e,ss.. said the Republican
effort eould deny tax relief and
surrer 'er •. Y writers authority to
I; use by making the cut
the yk
...White House accl,trien *-:
tion.
The GOP proposal would allow the
tax cot to go into effect only if
the President showed Congress next
.n,nuary he intended to limit current spending to $97 billion. or $1
billion less than now predicted for
fiscal 1965.
The proposed amendment to the
tax bilt appeared to have sold GOP

support but McCormack said he was
hopeful it could be defeated.
Other congressional news:
Treaty - The nuclear test ban
treaty today lost a vote the administration had counted on when
Sen. Frank J. Lausehe. D-Ohio,
said he would vote against the pact
because he does 'not believe it is in
the interest of peace" and U S.
s:-ceritse Senate ratification of the
treaty still was assured, however.
Trade -- Sen. Frank Carlson. RKan_ urged in a Senate speech that
the Agriculture and Commerce departments study. in the wake of
the Canadian-Soviet wheat deal,
proposals for increased trade with
the Soviet Union in food and nonstrategic materials.
March -- Rep George Grant. DAla . said in a House speech he had
asked President Kenntely to try to
talk Birmingham Negro leaders out
of makine a march on Montgomery.
Grant said such a march "can do
no Loocl and it can do much harm "

tinanza or Quintuplets Is_
Worili.Nearly $200,000
r

oti
nf4See
4.
e'at
"
iem
:
hi. 29
at 1 0:00 a. m. at the ASCS Office, i
ere teliag to IL B. Fulton. Chair.ASC County Committee, The
Aberdeen ChaNgsapacsninerce
crnivrotinn will be open to the pubBy II. D. 441.3001G
lic, and any person interested In obABERDEEN, S. D. en - The and a family spokesman. s d in a
., tainte the voting procedure may thriving Fischer quintuplets added news conference Wednesday night
etene. Swelter, onlv farmer-dele- a $100.000 home today to their bo- that James Andrew was the most
to the convention may parti- ! I1N178 that already is worth nearly active of the live.
"He really lets you know he's a
,•.pete in the election process.
$290.000.
quelified candidate for the ASC
And in South Dakota. that's really boy." Pieplow said. "He got his foot
. ;eats- committee is one who is a
caught over a plastic partition in
lot of house.
resident eligible to vote in the coThe quintuplets themselves were- his isolette. It was nothIng serious.
'Baby 'B' the second-born. Mary
mity. and who meets other che- -vetting along goed" in the fifth
ceictor 'Paid 'Magdalene turned over on her stor/fie reoWirerkenes.'The Chaleman Stay of theit lives.
noted that it is desirable that a ' them a midnight visit and said he mach on her own atcord. This was
.a muscular feat. •
iT14411t1Pr of -the county committee- shad increased their milk formula.,
be representative of the type and
The prothise of a new home was I
kind of farming in the county. Other the biggest item on a growing gift I
details as, to qualifications of can- list for Ajidrew Fischer. 38, a $78- 1
-wee- aserielablestn----the A-ScS-4-tretV
tek groCeey 'Creek, aria his wife,!
Mary Ann, 30.
Comity Office.
Mr. Fulton urged all ABC fanner .The Curtis Publishing Co. andelettates to be sure to attend the nounced it had bought publication
county convention. These farmers rights to pictures and stories of
w ill be chosen as convention dele- the Fischer family.
Live On Outskirts
eates :it the community' polling
The Fischers and their other five
places during the hours 'of 8:00
a. m. to 5:30 p. m. on September 23. children have been living in a fivebedroom two-story stucco house two
miles out of Aberdeen. Fischer also
The Purchase Regional staff will
has rented some barns and a few
conduct an area workshop on Friacres so he could keep two milk
day. September 20th, at the Maycows.
field-Graves County Public Library,.
Dr. James N. Statics, the general practitioner who delivered the One-day workshops are held- biIncreasing demands are made quints, told newsmen after his mid- monthly for the purpose of keeping
eaeh year on Murray City Schools night visit that he, has not decided the public libraries abreast of the
adequate prneram for when Mrs. Fischerwill return home. latest trends in 'Librarianship. Speto rrovide
handicapped children et both the Be saki earlier that she was be- cial emphasis this week will be given to simplified cataloging and filtrainable and educable groups.
ing held in the hospital because•of
The Murray City School Board the excitement and hectic activities ing. The movie. 'Books for All,"
ebe- OiteeeluVeGoistmittee work- That'eurely will surronnti her when will be shown. Each public librarian
in the Purchase Region i which ining with the Beard throughout the she does leave.
cludes Graves. Hickman, Marshall,
Past year have agreed thet -this
"The quints are all getting along
program needs immediate"attention. good." he said, "Their milk form- Lvon. and Calloway Countiesi will
This need is brought abolit by the ula has been increased. The boy have a chance to share the latest
growth in pupil population. As en- James Andrew is very hungry and happenings in her own Library with
rollment grows. demand for this Is getting nearly two teaspoons of everyone else.
"Total circulation of books for
_
program grows.
formula and some sugar water.,
the five-county area comes to 265,At the _present time, these chil"Mary Catherine and Mary Mardren in the educable group are in garet also are very hungry." he said. 538," said Mrs. Darnell. "This is
a sizable increase over the previous
the regular classrooms. The pro"They get A little less than a tea•
Three-thousand-nnehundredposal to expand the physical plant
ninety-one records were circulated. of the City School System would
Boy Most Active
also. Of this figure we are glad to
give adequate facilities to meet the
E. C. Pieplow. president of the
report that 1369 circulated in Calneeds of these students and be of
loway County."
benefit to them.
—
"We would remind our patr ons
The Board of Education feels a
that we also have magazines and
program could be initiated with adeframed aintings for circulation and
quate physical facilities. It is hoped
a hum r of films that are available
that the City School System can
from t e Regional Office." added
provide a program for each child
in the School District.
The report on Me progress of the a spokesman for the Regional LiThe proposal to expand the phy- new Murray • -Hospital was released brary.
sical faciliticsaif the System will be today for the week of September
decided on by all registered voters iii 9-13. Weather during this period
the Murray City Scheol District.
was fair to partly cloudy with a,
low of 61 and a high of 87.
Lathers -set etude on the first
FRANKFORT. Ky. tPti - State
floor and did lathing on the second floor. Plastering done on second Highway Commissioner Henry Ward
and fourth floors. Brick layers at has announced• the awarding of
four road contracts totaling $311,The U. S. Navy Officer Procure- work.
Electricians worked on conduit 437.
ment team from Louisville will visit
The Mattingly Bridge Co.. Inc..
the Murray State College campus - on first and second floors.' Sheeton Oct. 2 and 3 to discuss career metal men working on ducts on Louisville, low bidder at $243.079.opportunities as a commissioned of- first floor. Pliunbers worked on 91 was awarded a contract for work
ficer in the United States Navy. heating and oxygen lines. Water on Hodgenville - Sonora-Eastview
The Officer Procurement team will lines, heating lines and ducts in- Road in Hardin County
A signing project on I-64 in Faybe available in the Student Union sulated. Carpenters set doors on
ette and Clark counties from 1-75
Building from 10:00 a. m. to 400 first floor.
p. m.
Men worked on elevator. Gas near Hume Road was granted to the
Information about the various lines worked. on. Plastering done on Ben-Tom Corp., Columbus. Ohio
programs leading to a commission third floor. Plumbers worked on for $43.800.
Middle We
Co., Louisville, biin the-United etates Navy will be glass waste lines and gas lines.
availabe to all senior men and woPlastering is completed on the tuminous concrete surfacing of two
men. Underclassmen who intend to third and fourth floors. Lathing roads in Calloway County, surface
remain in school and graduate are done on bridge. Sheetmetal men le miles of Johnnie Robinson Road.
also invited to discuss these pro- set fan in pent house. Brick is be- $14.216.40 and $10.341.45 to surface a
portion of the Cole Road.
grams.
ing cleaned.

Library To
Hold #/crkshop
Here Fridays

Handicapped Child
Would Get More
Attention By Vote
---.

Progress Report On
New Murray Hospital

Road Contracts In
Calloway Are Let

Navy Team Will
Visit MSC Campus
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ting healthier today and their
, mother was so heartened she bePUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHrt4G COMPANY. Inc..
gan yearning for her other five
LEDGER • TIMES FILE
Consolidauon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
children at home.
Tioses-liaraid, October 20, ISIS, HAG the West Kentuckian, January
Mrs Mary Anii Fischer, 30, her
The Murray High Tigers took on their second opponent
I, 1942.
Al3E1114.1CN. S. D (UPI) — short, curly red hair glistening
of the year last night and came out victorious 20 to 0 over The Fischer quintuplets kept get- and her lips
lightly brushed with
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

Ten Years Ago Today Shyly Meets

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voiee items which, tn our opuuon, are not for the best interest of otir readers.

Morganfield. This gives Ty Holland's men two victories
for the

Frank Lancaster, manager of the Varsity Theatre, offers
a free ticket to any former prisoyer of war to see the moving

A picture of Misses Ann Koertner, Joan Shell, Randa

es Broach, Betty Bondurant, and Jane Shell appeared as having

attended Girls State in Lexington.
Ralph Crouch, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch of
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per
mixim 85t. ha Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50; skee- Lynn Grove, Is working op his PhD in mathematics
at the
t/here, $8.00.
University of Kansas. He' is on a two year leave of absence
from the A Az M College, Las Cruces, NM.
'Tim Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity et be

Newspaper"
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Ct..!:\FSWORD PUZZLE
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ACROSS

COMPOUNDING CONFUSION
We always look forward to receiving our copy
of "The, Imperial Magazine" issued monthly by
William Feather, retired president of The Imperial
Type Metal Company, and mailed to those engaged
in the graphic arts products.
Having started out in the circulation department of: a large Southern newspaper we have
appreciated the advantages and difficulties of those
whose duty it is to keep up with expiration dates of
subscriber and the importance of getting as many
renewals as possible.
Modern computers have become invaluable
to publishers of large newspapers and magazines,
because they eliminate many human errors and
assure renewal notices being sent out before expiration dates and prolonging paid in advance circulation by attractive discounts to long-term subscribers,
an inducement that has been in effect by insurance
agencies for many years.
It seems these computers, however, do very
little for subscribers so far as being able to keep up
with expirations is concerned because they require
so many numbers and codes, and most of them are
different
., that it confuses, rather than simplifies the
overage subscriber's ability to know where he

up

is

my

funeral

of

Carol

Robertson, one

of

four

22 /3
30

7/
3.5
40

girls killed in a bomb blast Sunday:
"Their deaths have not been in vain. May we not
seek devenge by perpetrating evil, but may we
seek to
find the God she sought.”

NEW YORK --- Anthropologist Margaret Mead, writing ,
about young married couples and their problems:
"All alone, with no one to guide them,'livingin their selfcontained homes, often in a completely strange suburb near
no one they have ever known before, they are asked to care
for each other, to budget and plan ahead, to cook and eat
nutritional meals, to look after newborn infants, to combine
work an study and play in ways that would pilule any vocational counselor who asked for advice---mothers before they
are women. fai!-,1-rs before they are men."
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Indoor nature study included birdhouses
for Brenda Hay Spradlin,
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AMERICA'S NO, CRIPPIER

Acti‘ities also Included regular
school work. lit-re Cassie Mayer,
Louissdle, (1411.91 a Braille writer.
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BELGRADE — Mme. Ngo Dinh of South
Viet Nam,
in an interview: •

pant
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7-How
' -3-Snatelk

'I suppcose I might have become
disgustingly ,rich.
but frankly I don't scant oil wells
in my forest. I prefer
trees."

"The' best

2

46

— The marquis of Aylesbury,
rejecting
a bid by an oil firm to drill wells
on his land in the
Savernake forest at Marlborough:

ABERDEEN. S.D. — Andrew Fischer, recent
fathzr
of quintuplets. on bringing up his total of
ten children:
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Quotes From The News

"I am naturally very quiet.
and I loathe, noise and
crowd But when I hae'made up my mind
to lead or
rna battle.- I
Tots riot-Mean at
all that I enjoy what I must do."
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Twenty-two children from the Kentucky School For the
Blind, Louisville, spent a week recently at Camp KySoo
near Carrollton. The camp, operated by the Kentucky
Society for Crippled Children, provided the blind and
partially-sighted youngsters an unusual opportunity
for first-hand nature study. Boating was new for Sue
Mason (below, at left), of Corbin, and Regina May Cox,
Louisville. Volunteer is Hack Montgomery.
Roy* on a nature hike were led by I. F. Met'litIn. a
to:wher at the. State In+Utution for the blind. Child ten also did regular classroom work during their stay.
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State Blind School Students
Explore Outdoors Kentucky
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doctor increased their food intake.
Dr. James N. &rhos, the general practitioner who delivered
the five, said he had increase:,
the amount Of formula that May
Catherine and James Andrew

Camp KySoc Plays Host
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the September issue of The Imperial Magazine Mr. Feathers copied expiration dates from
several magazines he gets, resulting in the following comment:
"On the label above my name and address on Changing Times, the Kiplinger Magazine, this line of type appears:
Jul 6 K361666FATC1900W9 246
This is the line on Life Magazine:
Jan66 FAT VN201W93L97 07 22
On the Saturday Evening Post the line is:
19201 VANAAP3P100MAR 66
And on Time Magazine:
Mor64 FAT VN201W93T96 07 22
"I have no idea what most of these letters
and figures meari. -Some- of us have teased
the telephone cartspony and the social security
oecple for using long numbers to identify us,
bus now it seems that the brainy publishers are
equally mysterious."

Press

lipstick. expressed her joy Tuesday as she shyly met a ith news
men for the first time since she
gave birth to four gals and a
boy Saturday.
Two of the quints had gained
so much strength today that their

season.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATNI: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509 picture, "Stalag 17". which conies to the Varsity
uti Sunday
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; and Monday.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Midi.
entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
Second Class Matter.
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THERE WILL 1312,

Favors For Everyone
BARRELS OF GOOD COFFEE
BUSHELS OF TASTY DONUTS

— ALL FOR FREE —
with the Smith Brothers Quartet
WILL ENTERTAIN FOR FIVE
!'LAN NOW TO ATTEND OUR GALA
BIG HOURS 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.'
SHOWING - 6 p.m. 'Ti! 1 1 p.m.

TAYLOR MOTORS Inc.
303 So. Fourth Street

Murray, Kentucky

ER 19, 1963
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OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. lN MURRAY

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St

.k

Tel. 753-3161
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LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON--Sean Flynn seems to, be a true on
of his late father Errol in this -setting at the Film. Festival_
In Venice. Italy. The bikinis are ((rpm left) Ingr.d Boyer,
Cara Garnett, Gerda Schneider, Giselle Boyer, all GL:rinan.

FAIRGROUNDS

* SANDRA COSTELLO, FAIR QUEEN
* MURRAY STATE COLLEGE BAND
* RODEO STOCK and LOCAL STOCK
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WHO DOES MOM'S HOMEWORK?-- Mrs. Walter Schaltz
(right) goes to school light along with her chilclreii to
Newport, N. H. She returned to the ninth grade after a 1GShe wants to become W physical education
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Located 3 Miles Northwest of 111.•rray on
Mayfield Ifir.Thwas,
— ADMISSION — $1.00 Advance - , S1.50 at Gate
Adults
50c Advance - $1.00 at Gate
Children
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- SPECIAL PARADE
To Be Held In Downtown Murray
Friday at 4:30 p.m.
FEATURING . . .
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Foothall reason Looms Ahead "
Ltrirtriti41-pi::iiit International
Orange 'Bowl.
The first big weekend of the - The big intersectional clashes
college football season looms Saturday find Navy at West Virahead with some attractive Inter-- sinta-d,efenetirrg-colleglate• champ .
sectional games making it very Southern Cal at Colofado, Big
interesting for fans and a little Ten hopeful Northwestern at Misunsettlin.; for coaches.
souri,' Clemson at Oklahoma,
Actually, the season opened last Kansas at TCU, eastern ehampiweekend with a light schedtile, in- -on 'Penn State at Oregon. Washcluding Georgia Tech's 9-0 vic- ington at Air Force, and Texas
tory over Florida in a Southeast- AM at LSU.
•
. eim Conference game and FurThe Ivy League doesn't open
man's 17-0 victory over Davidson until Sept. 23 and consequently
.; in a Southern Cosiferenee--battlft the_ -e•blef-r,
.C•ttetittitt-187411r;
; But this saveiterid,`-many -of the- -toff' College- will be - -Syr
ration's top teams will be play- •in the top enstern encounter while
ing and a lot of questions will Army opens with a inuch . imbe answered. Some fears un- proved Boston University team
doubtedly will be realized, too. at West Point.
Three Friday night games start
The Mississippi Rebels, shootthings off with Pittsburgh meet- ing few a national, championship,
ing UCLA in Los Angeles, South- may have
unlimber their big
uestern Conferenet favorite Tex- guns right at the start of the
as playing Tulane in New OrOle Miss takes on Memphis
leans, and Florida State battling
ate Saturi'ay ni?,ht in its curMiami and Georgia Mira in the tain raiser tor 1963. The task
could prove a ragged one The
'I igers walloped Solith,
rn
sippi, no weak sister, 28-7 last
Saturin.
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WHEN WILL MS .-rr. CURED?
Say when...with your doliars1
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YES—DAD IS VERY
GENEROUS ABOUT
SOME THINGS AND
A PIKER ABOUT
OTHERS
\-.
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An Ebb Registered Cosmetillogist explains the exclusive
Ebb Home Treatment Method
J. L. Thomas will be in Mayfield.
Kentucky, at the lErwins Motel on
Friday. September 20. Hours I to
Os:30 lxim
Now is the time to act on .'this
great opportunity, Every hair-worried person man or woman should
take advantage of this FREE CONSULTATION. If your scalp is still
creating hair and you have dandraff, or excessive hair fall, excessive
oiliness. dryness or itchy scalp, why
not take 20 minutes of your time to
&see if you can be helped?

`...

Proteet luhi from sun's rays.

SHOO
F i...„71, ,. .

Wit clear that Male Pattern Baldness,
Is the cause of the great majority
of cases -of baldness and excessive
hair loss. for which neither the Ebb
Method nor any other rnethodis effective.
But if there are other reasons
for your hair problems, it is possible that you can be helped. Results

ft

are guaranteed (in writing) from
T A Melton, Jr. abovel shows
&the beginning to the end on a pro- how he saved his hair and now has
Ebb
Hair
Specialbasis
by
the
...rated
handsome, healthy hair He did not
Lsts.

have Male Pattern Baldness.
SEE J. I.. Thomat, at the Erwins

have no reason to be skeptiMotel in Mayfield, Kentucky, Frical We make regular, scheduled
day, September 20, between 1 and
visits to Mayfield, Kentucky. How
8:30 p.m. He will do the rest.
could we do this unless we gave reInterviews are in private. You sults? .
embarrassed
You

will not be obligated or
Why burden yourself with un- In any way
Remember, for hair problems,
healthy hair and scalp. It costs-you
see:
nothing to learn how so many peoWple have benefited from the Ebb

Method. Know,how, experience and
training offers you opportunity, satisfaction and results.

NOT BAG -A WIL
IS
HE
3ANKf•JOLL, A NICE
PAIR1OF S16ES - ALIVE?
AND A CAR

made by International Latex.,
It has a portable life support
system (shown) for the astronaut to use while exploring the Moon's. siirface. It
,.."11a3 flexible sections ,so he
can move easily. Qver the
suit will be worn a thin, reficstlhi outer garment to

The Ebb Method will not help
those who are slick bald after years
not gradual loss We want to make

1NUTS

=

"
. •••
.116.444

MOON SUIT-This Is a mockup of the Apollo space suit

J. L. Thomas is a Staff Director

4

•tr,

Fr;'

of the Ebb Hair Specialists. He is
qUillified by experience and training
to recommend the proper method to
assure you of the fastest possible
results in the shortest period of time
at the least amount of cost to you.
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Kill-Ko's famous
original sugar-base,gy,
Bait gets rid of
flies the pleasant,
•
easy way.
Just sprinkle wherever
.._
flies gather.
It's odorless,
harmless to
children but
deadly to flies.
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Circle IV Meets
With Mrs. Jones

Decorate for Pining
eg MAE O'SULLIVAN
It conies to deco. taxing
background for leisureWrn
r:
atr4t
iaje, the one thing a ly eating.
dining room most have is -apHow do you achieve it?
petite appeal".
'With Color
What is it?
According to one decorating
It's the quality that makes expert,
appetite appeal is
• room a beast.fo: and relargely matter of careful and

DuPont Paints
HOME3LtHER CONSUI-TS paint color swatch book,
looking for decorative, appetizing color for
dining room walls.

clever color-scheming.
Psychologs.cally speaking.
certain colors make foods
look appetizing. They're the
colors to consider for walls
when you're painting the dining room.
According to this expert.
the most appetite-enhancing
Light hues are peach, clear
yellow, pale green and, rather
surprisingly, we think, orange
and red-orange as well:
Deep Shades
In deep colors, he picks
brown and tan as being the
best related to foods. Deep
greens and blus,s, he says. are
also good choices, although he
points out, dark colors are
generally not as appetizing as
light ones.
You can't, of course, go
wrong with white or off-white
walls. providing draperies are
chosen in a shade that will
flatter foods. as it were.
To Be Aveaded
Colors to be avoided at all
coat include goldenrod yellow,
_ .
because it looks rancid; lemon
H. .7. Stotter, Toe.
yellow, which appears acrid:
PRETTY PLACE MATS give a table appeal.
These are fashioned of vinyl plastic
yellow -greens, which are very
with
foam rubber backing to prevent sipping. Their
floral pattern is done in delicate pastels.
distasteful and grays and
blacks because they're pretty
whether fot-eompany or famIt's especially important to a table and
dismal.
everything on It
ily. should Kaye appetite-ap- have white or
pastel plates. look, well, good
Of course there's more to peal.
enough to
It will, if you set a There's nothing appealing,
for eat 7
decorating for dining than just pretty table.
example,
about
meat
that's
tacking the right shade of
It involves only the few
served on wine-colored or dark extra
Pastels Favored
paint_
minutes needed to add a
forest
green
plates..
Neutral dash of decoration.
It is, save this decorator, a
In choosing table &recs.
backgrounds
are
bell
daily job, because setting an son es.
For company, it might be a
this expert favors
It's a busy world we live in, low
appealing table takes deco- pastels
grouping of flowers.
because they make and homemakers
often
rative know-how. too.
have a
For family, a centerpiece
the most appetizing' back- hectic
time of it. Even so, can be as
Every meal y o u serve, ground for
simple as a small
foods.
how long nos It take to make but eye
-appealing house plant:

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen 753-1916
or 753-4947,

Mrs Pearl Jones was bootees for
the meeting of Circle IV of the
s Missionary Society ot the
First Baptist Church held on Tuesday afternoon at her home on
South Twelfth Streets
A special study ot the book on-Annie Armstrong" ads conducted
by Mrs. Edgar Price and Mrs
Anianda White.
Mrs. H C Clulea. chairman, metided at the meeting and led the
opening prayer
Refreshments were served to the
ten meshbers present

Annual Calloway
Reunion Held At
The Palmer Park

Household Shower
Given For Miss Key
At The Club House
Miss Patricia Ann Key, September l'Ind bride-elect of Charles
Stephen Knott, was complimented
with a household shower at the
Murray Woman's CIO .House on
Thursday evening at seven -thirty
o'clutio
The gracious hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were Mesdames
Hestre Brown, Ortik" Key, Nelson
Key. and Dorothy Acree.
For the bridal event the honoree
chose to wear a blue cotton trousseau frock and was presented a corsage of white olimations by the hostesses.
Mrs Lowell Key. mother of the
honoree, and Mrs Virgil Knott.
neitlier of the groom-elect, aLso
wore hostesses' gift corsages Mrs.
Key wore a blue brocade dress and
Mrs Knott was attired In a cotton
figured dress
•
(tames were directed by Mrs
Brown with Mrs Luble McDaniel
and Mrs Clifton Jones being the
recipients of the prizes.

The Calloway County annual reunion was held Sunday. September
B. at the Palmer Park in Highland
Part. lite-h A basket lunch was
served and a wonderful tune a as
reported by the aroup
Silithrill the guest list were the
folkienng.
?ars Clyton Workman. Aid'
, and
Ronnie. Messrs and Mem:lames Fred
Refreshments were served from
Hartsheld, Torn Redford. Howley ,the beautifully appointed table overBury. Dwayne and Kern. Thomas laid with a pink linen cloth and
Cathey and Don. Charles R. Thur- centered with an arrangement of
man. Jr . Hoyt Phillips and chil- dahlias in different shades of pink
dren. Toy Williams. John Outland flanked by candles Mrs Robert
and boys. Lee Colleen, and Jest - Hill presided at the punch bowl
ell.
and Mrs Brown served the cake.
Also W C Yorbrough. Novle
Miss Laveta Erwin and Miss GenK:rks. Mrs. Noble Kirk.s. Mr. and evieve Humphreys kept the
registMrs Joseph Erwin, Mrs. Lottie Out- er. Helping with the gifts
were Miss
land. Mr. and Mrs BrenaaStarks Judy Dalton and Mrs.
Nelapn Key
and children. Mr and MN. RuEighty-five persons were present
dolph Thurman, Mrs. Ralph Redden or sent gifts.
and children'. Mr. and Mrs 0 B
Cook and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Heath. Mr and Mrs. J. W. man Colman, Auther Redden, Mellie Brown Harris
Scott. and Penney Coldwell.
Others were Mrs. Molly Blalock.
Also Messrs and Mesdames QuitKathy and Judy, Messrs and Mes- man Herndon, Ewin Winchester,
dames Joe R Smith, Tom Smother- Cornett- Heath, Hubert B. Garrison,
dollar to ABBY. Box 3365. Beverly man, Premon Garrison. Bryan Me- .and Finite Outland -Mrs. Oran Hopson, L. Williams, 1). C. Smith, J. D.' kins and children. Mrs Pearl Lewis,
Hills. Calif., for Abbns new
booklet. Dunn,
Wade Thompson. Lashe Pitt- Red Outland. Preston Thurman,
"HOW TO WRITE LETTEFLS NYS.
man. Guy Ross. Cordis James Bert- John Oliver, and Raymon MoCuisALL OCCASIONS." .
ram Champion and children. Lo- ton.

Dear Abby . . .

A Winner, Lady!
Abigail Van Buren

Social Calendar

Arts & Crafts Club
Uas Nleeting At
Stubblefield Home

w

z=z=z

DEAR ABBY' My huriband man- fair that your parent, see nothing
Little League baseball team, of you or their grandchildren Juill
Thursday. September 19th
Park at :0 30 am Allgnetn
The bo:-s think he's top-. but, oh. because pour wife "doesn't care" for
The Canos-ay Covisty Democratic urged to attend
end tries to them.
Mrs Vernon Stubblefield, Sr . was the parents' My bustWeererns Onatb wtliwieet in the Mur• • •
•••
hoet
and eas
craf
:
fot ci
thlmhe
eeld
ting
on ovf‘.ed
Arts
ay Play all the boys. but recently, durttn
ieesd
ray Womon s Club &use at 6 30
The Wadersboro Horremakers Club
ing the all-star game. we were beWhat's on your maid" For a perReservations must be in by Wednes- will meet in the /name of
Mrs. J. R after000n at two-thirty o'clock at „ Lund and nlY husband
__
ILIr_""
4 1 sonal reply, send a self-addressed,
day st
Sri"
al tam__
the home_ _of Mrs_ Vernon nogatina twe'd lose the arillefa eli he PlnYlen stamped envelope tMAbby. Box 3365.
Imaiston or Mrs. Robert Taunt for .
•••
held. Jr. on South Eighth Street 1 thltk bvis he tial
erry HEUTUOT."
.
l
1811-1
"
reservation
The ColleenRig/oSchool_PIA.
The president Mrs liettla Gatlin. flas--`-Wed- two bgdw-dMiet get to PI"
`-a
•••
I meet at the school at '7.30 pm.
presided at the meeting Other of
i After the game the mother of one
Hate to write letters? Send one
•• •
The PIella Homi:nakers 'iu will
cers are Mrs R W Churchnt vice- of the two boys came over crid called
have a potluck ;unto-non at the totty1 The Home Department
of the president. Mrs Wade Crawlord. my hustand every low name
the
Mornay Woman's C:ab will have a secretary-treasurer:
Mrs. Melas book. My husband just said, '1 ol
luncheon at the club house at 1 30 Linn. reporter.
sorry.
Then the father of
p m. Hosteases will be Mesdames
Belatilui arrangements of fall Use other boy stepped up tad cursed
Bun Swann, Bryan Tolley: H T. Cowers were Lewd a; santace points I my husband, and said baseball was
Waktrop, Burnett Watertekt, Will throughout
the house Deonouti re- only a game and a was more ImRoe.. Luther Robertson and Tommy freshments 'sere
Mrs Bob Orr was hostess for the
served to the twen- portant to play all the boys than to
Lavender.
ty-one members and' two visitors, win 'the game My hrsiyind just said. meeting of the South Pleasant Grove
Mrs Loon Adams' home on Sun• • •
Mrs E A. -rocker and Mrs. Pren- -Yes, sir,- but I coula see he took it Homemakers Club held on Monday
ny Lane was the scene of the meetFriday. September VIlth
afternoon at one o'clock with the
hard He loses working with
tice HoLland
ing of the New Concord HomemakThe Bunness and Protessional
president. Mrs. Dennis Boyd. preThe next meeting will be held on kids. Abby, but he can't take the
ers Club on Wednesday. September. Woolen's
Club will meet at the Wednesday October
9. at 2 30 p m. abuse from the parents. Should I siding.
11. at one o'clock In the afternoon St:Oman's
The major project !Cason on
Club House at 630 p
make my husbond
'at the home of Mrs Lois Miller.
with the. president. Mrs. Charlie Members please
-Teachuig the Child The Value of
note &Anse of tone
MANAGER'E WIFE
Stubblefield. presiding
Money" was presented by Mrs. Halarid date for the month of SeptemDEAR WIFE: No. I'm sure there
-Teaching Your Children the oer only
Stewart.
.
are bet %CACs behind the dogma" in lie
Right Use of Money'was the theme
•••
Reports were given by Mrs. Ellis
heaven reserved for Little League
of the major project lessor. presentPaschall. citizenship. Mrs. Autry
managers
Win
have taken abuse
ed by Mrs. Betty Huteon and Mrs
Saturday. September 11
McReynolds. publicity. Mrs. Stanfrom groan-up, in order to teach
Richard James They said trouble
Murray Star Chapter No 433 arid
ley Grogan. landscape. and Mrs.
young people good •portsmanship.
usually lies not to a -shortage of Temple BIB Chapter No 511 of the
Luther Downs. recreation.
money. but a sticrtace of responsi- order of the Eastern Star will sponMrs Boel Tutt's home at 506 Your husband is one of them.
Mrs Willie Brandon gave the de• • •
btlity for money Childrea•smust ,or a potluck supper and pare. for Chestnut Street was the scene of
votion and Mrs Toy Brandon preDEAR ABBY:- My son graduated
learn tly pracice how to spend their. Mrs Mary .Heise and Doiany Holt, the meeting of the Ktngs Doughsented the financial report. Mrs.
d,
grt,uI mid-t-iers-Staidayt-fictroot-Ctele cf the from Inalnathoolous June. n.maimon- Barretilt-Witather giVe the, 'duties
Mrs. T. R Edwards
hef land- patron, at the Murray Masonic Hall Si-otts Grove Baptist Church held nta.tioila to our close relatives All of the cotuay home demonstration
my husband's side of the family
scape notes said to circle good ever- j it 7 IS na
on Tuesday evening.
agent.
.
•• • •
greens became they will last longThe vice-president. Mrs. Tutt. sent kuliov card of congratulatiolo
Refreshments were served to the
er even if they cast more. Shrubs
presided in the absence of the pres- or a gift. But not one word came eles er. members and three-visitors,
Christian Women's Fellow -ordentirs--a
should be trier rtighly- wabeted trio
etnis-14-tibbs7-Phe-abici-from_ALY side edotheof oroly I _was- Mrs NA.M'y' Eimpaon. Mrs. wratner.
lighout the aorner about once a shof the First Chnsuan Church rave the devotion from the second' hurt and shocked. We wont back to
and Miss Burkeen
month at anytime the temperature will have a rummace. sa:e at the chapter of Hebrews and Mrs Guy where my fartaly lives for a vacation
American legion Hall
glimmer.
this
When
them
I
saw
I
let
is above freezing
prayer
Kelly
in
led
• • •
The desertion from Luke 6 36-38
1
Mrs Rudy Barnett, secretary, them kilo** how they h.ad hurt me.
was given by Mrs Louise Patterread
the minutes. and Mrs Buddy . Since we have returned I haven't
Mesiday, September 23rd
heard one word from them. My husson Fourteen metrohens aro...oared
The Murray Toastrnistress Club' McNutt gave the treasurer's report 1
band says they re probably annoyed I
the roll call by naming their favL
will bold its regular meetal at the Sono-lune friend gifts were exchange
because I brought up their thougre- '
onte hymn Mrs 13.-nr•'e Meadows Woman& Club House at 7.30 phi.
.
.o,ayed by lesaneas— and I should forget it. I
was a cantor
• • •
A sandwich plate
Mrs. Connie Ford was the leader
• can't forget it. I feel terrible. Sheald
Mrs Stubblefield reported or, the
Mrs Tutt to the following Mesfor the program presented at We
council meet Hitt and announced that
The American Legion Auxiliary dames Toy Bolen, Rudy Barnett I write tachone and apologiza?
meeting of the Wesley-an Circle of
HEARTBROKEN
Annual Day will be held at the
meet•at the Legion Hall at 7:30 • Guy Keno. Terry Lawrence, Buddy
DEAR HEARTBROKEN: Your the Woman's Society of Christian
Woman's Club House on Thur.-day. p. in, with -Music" as the theme MeNott, Benny Spann. and Hayden
husband is right. Forget it, and give f3ervice of ' the First Methodist
October 24.
of program. Mrs. David Henry. Rickman.
Church held on Wednesday. Sep_The October 9th meeting sal. be chairman. Hostesses soli be Mrs
The class will have a fah ripper them a chance to forget la too.
tember 11, at seven-thirty o'clock
held at the homa of Miss Mary Ned-- Wilson and Mrs. John 1.• at Roo' Restaurant tan* :he On
DEAR ABBY: I am 14. and the in the educational building.
rrgomery a- 1 p m
William&
bet' meeting
-The Methodist Family" Was the
! oldest of five children, so it is my
job to help my tr.other with the theme of the, program presented.
housework and with my' younger Assisting Mrs. Ford were Mr's: Bill
brothers and sister:. They are a Barker and Mrs. Buddy Hewitt.
Mrs. N. B Ellis gave the devotion.
mon and I don't think it it fair that
I` have so many hos-set-mid respon- Mrs. C. W Jones. chairman, presibilities Whenever I eorapiam a- sided arid Mrs. Z C. Erna read the
bout the washing or ironing -'or minutes and called the roll.
During the social hour retreat).
tally-Ai-Ong. my mothtr give, me
Oe old routine about what good ments were served by the hostesses,
practice" it Ls for later on in life. Mrs. Fred Schultz and Mrs. Robert
Plean help Me I plan to be a model Olin Jeffrey. to the seventeen metnor an actress and I don't NED all ben and one guest, Mrs Jane Wells.
• • •
this practice,
.ELAVE
DIAR SL‘VF.: That's wilt: /101.'
think. Vs hut do you think happens
to all those broken-down models and
•c tresses?

ages a

Irli

Homemakers Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Bob Orr

New Concord Club
Has Regular Meet
With Mrs. Adams

.•

in/ 141iGtv. .

(J\((-1,,, e&

Town & Country Shoes
SELECTION OF COLORS
AAAA to 11
to 10

Mrs. Buel- Tutt Is
Hostess For Kings
Daughters Meeting

Tba_

rs. Connie Ford
Program Leader At
Wesleyan Meeting

'—
THE- APARTMENT WAS A "ZOO"-Proston Board of Health and SPCA agents remove a ellection of pets from an apartrrant alter neighbors' complaints of an odor brreight.an investlgV.ion. Why, the man living there had 200 chickens, 100 turtles, 100 harnsiani, 5 d.,g
duck, 1 gopher, 1 prairie dog, 1 monkey, and who !mows how many, cats and la-obits.

L1

-

CON1114:NIIIL TO "1,01 Ii, TO
M Y %%ISE": I our kind of "lop ally"
is far from admirable. If your wile
finds
parents "objectionahle'I
go to visit the m without her,
Like pour ihildren with sou. It Isn't.

ARROWHEAD

12.95

4
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THURSDAY — SEPTEMBER 19,
1963

)1d Shower
or Miss Key
Club House
la Ann Key, Sepieiiiride-elect of Charles
itt, sae complimented
iehold shower at the
Rim's 010..House on
ening at Seven-thirty •
Kis hosteasea for the
canon were Mesdames
• Ortis Key, Nelson
rothy Acree
idal event the honoree
✓ a blue cotton trousid was presented a corcdienations by the hos11 Key. mother of the
1 Mrs Virgil Knott.
the groom -elect. aLso
es gift corsages Mrs.
ilue brocade dress and
Jos attired in a cotton

v

re directed by Mrs
Mrs Laibte McDaniel
piton Jones being the
the prizee.
its were served from
y appointed table overpink linen cloth and
la an arrangement of
fferent shades of pink
candles. Mrs. Robert
at the punch bowl
'own served the cake.

ci

Auther Redden, Melirns
s and Mesdames QuitEwin Winchesters
h, Hubert B. Garrison.
Aland. -Mrs. Oran Hopdren. Mrs Pearl Lewis.
d, Preston Thurman,
and Rayrnon MoCuis-

6
ft

.

•

ioes
•

ORS

FAST
ANG
w enI
was serving as Extension Agronomist of the University al Kentucky
I helped launch an educational
program, known as. the Kentucky
Corn Derby, to increase the states
corn yield. For generatioris the average Kentucky corn had produced
ltss than 26 bushels per acre and
- a 30 bushel state average had been
• attained only once, so when a
goal
of 40 bushels per acre by 1960 was
set it was looked upon as shear
folly.
Now, with USDA Crop Reports
Indicating a 62 bushel average, it is
interesting to look back and see

Silvers Takes
• Up For TV
Character

Hates Authority
Now about Harry and why I'm
• so wild about him. You see I'm
starring in a new series on CBS-TV
beginning this fall. It's called "The
Nen' Phil Silvers Show." And since
Phil Silvers didn't sound like a good
name for a factory foreman, we
settled on Harry Grafton.
What kind of a guy is he, you
hurriedly ask? Let's kg*at
record and see what wis marthe
Igo
with.
Flog of all. Harry not only resents authority, he downright challenges it. The boss would love to
fire Harry, but he can't because
Harry is too valuable-he's the only
one who can get work out of the
rest of the crew.
Although Harry doesn't really believe in paying for things, he is not
a thief. He has his own code which,
loosely translated, means "Take it
easy-but take it." He also believes
• that man cannot live by salary
alone and that true happiness comes
only through profit.
lOp to It?
Harry is something of a caracters
He is confident that he has more
ability than anyone else and sets
out to prove it every chance he gets.
He so feels he Ls omnipotent and
knows everything that is going
wrong in the plant. When the mood
L▪ s on hen he will even offer the
Wif big boss advice on how the factory
should be run.
Harry definitely is not shy. He
is a rascal, mind you, but you'll love
him. He is always under pressure.
Put him up against the wall facing
life and death and he rises to the
occasion nobly.
As I see it. our .boy Harry is
going to put the factory worker on
the map-and its about time too.
• Anyisocy..can be a television doctor,
boy"Thirfrakeiridetective or -co
—
w—
great actor to/portray a hard-working boss-baiting factory worker.
I wonder if I'm up to It.

ssiOAD
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE FIVE

1 Fewer acres - wiser use of land.
In the early 40's Kentucky farmers
were planting 2IS million acres of
corn in Kentucky. Now, they plant
less than 1. million acres. Most of
the reduction has come from hilly
land. For instance, Perry County
had 19,000 acres of corn in 1936 with
• yield of less than 20 bushels per
acre. In 1982 Perry Couniy had only
1,300 acres with a yield of 41 bushels.
Bourbon County, that had 12,600
acres in 1939 with the state's highest
county average t 43 bushels), still
had over 11,000 acres in 1962 "with
an astonishing 72 bushel yield. Much
of the hilly land that used to produce corn is now used for pasture
and beef cattle production. There
has also been a shift from corn to
soy beans, especially in West Kentucky.
2. Higher fertil y. A few years ago
fertilizing corn w a "hit and miss"
propositionowit the emphasis on
the "miss",
farmers test their
soil, study
eir plant food requirements and get high returns on their
fertilizer Owestments.
3. Better seed. There has been a
complete shift to hybrids, giving
added insurance against drought,
wind, insects and diseases.

4. Thicker plantings. With good
nybricis and abundant plant food
HOLLYWOOD frsn -Here I sin the rate of planting has more than
a columnist with the golden oppor- doubled. Most farmers
now aim for
tunity of saying a few kind words 15,000 stalks per acre.
• for the most misunderstood
man in
5. Weed control. Weeds are conAmerica-none other than Harry
trolled with sprays sather than culGrafton himself.
The uninitiated might sat: who tivation. This reduces loss of moisture from cornpletttiOn and evaporIs Harry Grafton? Well, let's
get
you initiated as I bring to your at- ation and leaves more soil watts for
tentibn a character so lovable, so corn production.
This year hundreds of Kentucky
exciting, so romantic, so handsome
that all he has to do is enter a room farmers will produce far in excess
and women swoon and strong men of 100 bushels of corn per acre.
Possibly by 1975 the state's average
go pale.
If Harry had lived a couple of will reach 75 bushels. It's a *orthy
•hundred years ago he would have sc.l at which to sun. No further
been a knight in shining armor. reduction in Lotus acreage is needed
There are some people with nasty but there should be further shift
miads who have suggested that if from the erosive hills to the proHarry had lived In lbe olden days ductive level areas along the creeks
he prcgmbly -wo
.uitl be swinging and rivers.
from some gallows for horse thievery. But no matter. 'There's a
CHAMPION PUFFER
spoil-aport in every crowd.

i Erwin and Sdlas Genhreys kept the resistith the gifts were Mos
and Mrs. Nelapn Key
persons were present

THE LEDGER

some of the changes that have taken
place dtuang the past 10 years and
to review some of the factors that
have contributed to higher yields.
They include:

FOR WHOM THE SCHOOL BELL TOMS—Student demonstrators trying to influence a class
boycott face a line of policemen at Phillips High in Birmingham. Ala. Many of them are
'
,
son integrated West End High where absenteeism is high.

MOON CRAFT—An experimental Centaur space vehicle Is on its hauler at Miramar Naval
Air Station. San Diego, Calif., ready to be loaded on a plane and flown to Cape Canaveral,
Fla. There It Is to be tested for um In moon and planetary apace ahala.

so.

WITH A&P VALUES YOU SAVE REAL BIG AND...

As._art:
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itPRICES
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s'Le

A41

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

Loin

7-Rib
Cut

PORK LOIN Ell:
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

OMPERSLEY, England (IJPI)
—Mrs. Winifred Connolly Sunday
defeated 50 men in a pipe-puffing
contest when she kept puffing for
49 minutes and 20 seconds.

•

3

lb.

Sausage 7,t+YrPeiPork
Beef Steaks
Canned Hams
Turkeys

/1-Lb.
Bag

FRYERS
25,cb GRAPE
Frozen

- WHOLE —

Pork Chops

690
Vel:kitiar.' 89g
)8 Can '499
35o

CENTER
CUT RIB_

79c
39c

CENTER

Lb.

CUT
FIRST

Crade-"A" - 16 IR 22 lbs. 11).

JONATHAN

California

FANCY

;
F
E;
C
u
:
YnC L
iu
PF

Jell-U.
3 21'

GELATIN DESSERTS
-Oz.
Pkgs

Ritz
35c

NABISCO CRACKERS
(Stocky-12-0..
Box
Pack

27c

Lbs.

Red Tokay

MICHIGAN

4 :;:'; 49°
10°
ms .
U.S. NO. 1 INDIANA POTATOES

STABBED CHILDREN — Ernest
Ag-ullar, 25, sits in custody
in Chicago, facing the consequences of stabbing to death
three of his children. He
1Z. inootbaiJarnes. 2. and Ernie, 6
months, then sent a daugh- •
ter out to notify authorities.
-

_Lb. 690

20-0z. Pkg.

(4-Lb.
Ready
Can
To
2.99
Serve

U.S.D.A. Inspected

---

SUPER RIGHT

35c) 2 BLab;

Pattl-Pak

--Cut-Up, Split, Quartered 29e lb.

ATAFl
EVERY
DAY

0%

Carrots......

Lb.

1.-Lb.

9°

20 B`abg 69°

3 79(
Peaches of
53(
Salmon zdkstrearn(
264...49t
85c
Tuna
_ _
gap

1-Lb.

Sliced

13-0z.
Cans

St ahnll&-ei.weeru

1-Lb.
Save
)
Can
tas

White Sslid
i
Light

ALP
(
7.
Cans
4::z

Chunks

Tjeserves

Sultana
---,Strawberry

Aid

Cana

59

-Lb.
Jar

MARVEL
)
Anti-Freege

$165
99 Prestone
Gold Medal (S.,.5 PZ49c Anacin 59c Pk:: 790
Cheese
490
---Dog Food t:723 12,Eni 95c Pepsodent
69c
53c Cherry
Comet Cleanser 2= 33c Pepsodent
Vienna
31(4
Bread
Pie
Mr. Clean
37e Pepsodent
( S:07)E. 49°
Downy Rinse
a 85c Stripe Tooth Paste 69c Junket FreezingMix2:::.33°
•
Salvo Tablets 2 nE0:- 78c Dried Beans 2 27t Ajax
Cleaner
87°
FLOUR

Pkg.

Tooth

Gal. 1-39

Mild Cheddar.
Brick. Muenster,
Mel-O-Bit, Sliced,
s tkersIcan or Pimento

Mutt

IL
.
"'

Gal.

Lb.

Brush..•*v.....•••• Size

JANE PARKER

JANE PARKER

Tooth

Tube

1 si-Oz.

Tooth Paste

FEDERAL

12.95

Cleaner

•

Tube

With Fluoride

1BI:

Plain or
Poppy
Seed

Lb.
Pkg

PUFFIN
BISCUITS

tth
CAVALIER
512.95

Lux
TOILET SOAP

•

$1 MILLION l•EVERS--George Belk (left), tr. S. Bureau of
Narcotics, and James Flynn, U.S. Customs officer, look
over a million dollars worth of marijuana In New York.
They found it from railroad claim checks taken from a New
Jenny man. Federal agents call IL a record eaten.

24c

Cans
of 10

Prices In This Ad Effective Thru

CHASE & SANBORN

Instant Coffee

Clorox
Bleach
Quart
Bottle

22°

Sat., Sept.

1-i.
,1.
6:
7

21

THE GREAT ATLANTIC L PACIFIC TEA COMPANY. INC.

•

12:::,, 99° (7;) 1',.°1•$124

(O„)

4

1 Wall
F
A:7

Oft

Strietmann
Cookies
i First til 14-0z. A90
Box -2,
IL Lady

!MIRKA'S DIPENDIIRLI FOCO MIRCRAN1 SNICK NIS,

Thrill
LIQUID
1-Pt. 6-0z.
Borth

630

SUNSHINE

Hydrox Cookies
16 Oz. A50
Boy

..1

tn.
4'‘

_

THLT.sIdAy

Memphis State
Rejects Single
With UT
Game
MEMPHIS-{UPI

UNTENNIALICRAPBOOX
The War for the

Union1861-65 in Pictures

Personal pain and family tragedy burdened
Gen. Robert E. Lee as autumn came to the
Anny of Northern Virginia in 1S63, to woisen with chill air
and dainpreis the problem of keeping his men warmly clad
and fed. His hands, holt in an Heettiental fieS, wet slow to
heal. (One hand was broken, the other sprained and for
-Weeks he could not write.) Then rheumatiam subjeeted him
paha as he sat on his horse Traveler.
IlEssaaWhile, his second son, William Henry Fitzhugh, known
RR "Rooney" to his fellow students at Harvard, had become
irrounded captive. 'Rooney," who sat tall in the saddle Maras six feet two and erect as a ramrod—was shot off his
horse while leading the 3rd Brigade of J.E.B. Stuart's Corps
In the biggest cavalry battle of the war, at Brandy Station,
Va., with Alfred Pleasanton's Union Corps. Ile was seised by
Union cavalry raiders while convalescing at the home of his
wi(e, Charlotte Wickham Lee, and was carried off. (Robert
E. Jr., who had come for a quick visit wiz his brother, escaped the raiders.)
Rooney's two children had died that year; they were the
elder Lee's first grandchildren. (None of his five dauohters
married and only one other son, Robert E. Jr. The oldest
sono(J.W.C., lived to 81 a bachelor.) The day after Christmas,
1S63, while Rooney was -stet a captive, Rooney's wife died.
Federal authorities finally consented to an exchange of
Ramey for a Union officer of correspondirc rank in January
1864. He returned to service, as a major general and, after
Stuart's death in May 1864. had the latter's old' command.
His cousin, Fitzhugh Lee, who also served as a brigade commander under Stuart, had been promoted to major general
and been given a division while Rooney was in prison.
G. W. C. Lee, eldest son of Robert F...Sr, was also captured
before the war's encl.
(The war service of the family Is reviewed anew in an
engrossing pictorial biography, "Robert E. Lee: The Man and
Soldier," by Philip V. D. Stern, published by McGraw-11111a
KLNNAIRD
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Murray State Makes Final
Preparation For Eastern

RASTRAIL
STANDINGS

t.)

MemphiState University bets flatly rejec'
eti an offer foe a single football
aim* with Tennessee in Knoxville
on Nov. 5. 1966.
- Dr. Eugene Lambert, Memphis
State athletic director, said in a
letter to Bob Woodruff. Tetuies,
set's new athletic director. there
was no #ssurance the series
%ionid be continued on at least .1
home-and-home basis or that Mem
phis 'fans would have the chance
to see., the two teams in action
against each other.
' Lambert also objected to the
gait* not being held in eonjunc
tjon with the dedication, of the
new fairgroutuis .stadium here.
I Tennessee was reported to have
made inquiries about two games
in -the new stadium in 1965, the
----, date set for -completion, neither
agaiYist, Memphis State. Lambert
termed this effort an "insult to
Memphis and, West Tennessee."
The athletics committee of the
, University of Tennessee board of
. trustees and the athletic board at
• 5 meeting in May said the frame
work of a schedule had been set
op placing Memphis State on the
Tennessee schedule by 1966; No
site ails eieteioned

P. Lee, photographed at his father's home in
Richmond in 1865 by Matthew Brady. (Library of Congress)

orld Series 'Tickets
For Yankee Stadium
On Sale Tuesday

FOR SAE OR RENT
-

II ailed

Press lateimotiono.

By

milted Press laternational
Ni4Winn! League
W
I., Pet. GB
Los Angeles
94 59 .614 —
91 64 .537 4
St. -Louis
San Francisco
83 70 542 11
Philadelphia
81 72 .529 13
Milwaukee
81 73 526 13%
81 74 .623 14
Cincinneti
77 77 500 17%
Chicago
Pittsburgh
72 81 .471 22
59 94 386 36
Houston
49 104 320 45
New York
Wednesday's Iteswits
Philadelphia 5 New York 1
Mileaukee 6 San Francisco 4
Hous-ton 8 Cincinnati 4. night
Chicago 2 Pittsburgh 1, night
Los Aug. 6 St Louis 5. 13 inns. night
Thursday Probable Pitchers
No games scheduled

Minnesota
Baltimore

78
81
83
83
86
99

487
474
.471
454
.442
349

Weanesday's Results

!

Clemente Overtakes
Groate In NL Race

•

26%
Only games scheduled
27'i
Thursday's Probable Pitchers
28
Detroit at Minnesota — Bunn30% ing 11-13 vs. etiarrnan 15-N.
32%
Baltimore at Los Angeles—Mc46% Nally 6-7 vs. M. Lee 1-1.
Only games scheduled

Baltimore 3 L. A. 1. 1st, twilight
.., 87 67 .565 454 Baltimore 7 L. A. 6, and, night
Minnesota 10 Detroit 0, niteht
81 '12 .320 19
Chicago 8 Boston 3. 1st. twilight
Chicago 4 Boston 3. 2nd. night
Kansas City 5 Wash. 4. night

Friday's

Games

Chicago at Detroit
Los Angelea at - Cleveland. night
Washington at Batttmore, night
Minnesota at Boston, night
Kansas City at N. Y. 2, tavanight

NEW YORK (UPi) — Roberto
Clemente of Pittsburgh became
the National League's first new
batting leader since early in the
season Tuesday night, overhauling
Dick Groat of St. Louis by .0004
of a percentage point.
Clemente, who won the title in
1961, collected two hits in eight.
hips in a doubleheader to pass
Groat, who went hitless against
Friday's Games
Los Angeles. Clemeentes mark is
.3231 compared with GMAT'S :3227'.
:Milwaukee at Chicago
Tommy Davis of the Dodgers is
St Louis at Cincinnati, night
just .0008 points behind Groat in
Philadelphia at Houston. night
C seven-man blanket battle for
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles, night
the batting crown. Orlando CeNew York at San Fran., night
Peda of San Francisco, Viola Pinson of Cincinnati. Henry Aaron of
American League
Milwaukee and Tony Gonzalez of
W. I. Pet. GB ' Philadelphia still have a chance
to win the title. Only six points
100 53 654
New York
separate the top seven hitters.
88 65 .575 12
Chicago

•

•

•

•

The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

One of the a,pular poets of
the time was among the
16,170 Union casualties in the Battle of
Chickamauga, Sept. 19-20, 1863. William
Haines Lytle was fatally wounded as he led
the 3rd brigade of the 20th Corps In - a
charge. -a movement co-incidental to the
resolute stand of the 25th Corps tinder command of alai. Gen.. George Henry Thomas,
"the Rock of Chickamauga," which saved
Rosecrans' army from corr;plete rout.
Ae_a youth irt Ohio, Lytle's ambition was
_Ingo to Watol.-Pcitat and be an Army engineer.
He yielded to family insistence that he study
Jaw, went to, Cincinnati Colleg's to earn art
LL.B., and entered practice with substantial
success.' Be became k.solcher as a volunteer
in the Mexicin War and came back a captain.
After that conflict, he 'divided his time
between law practice, militia officership and
writing verse. His poems gained wide publication and one on Antony :aid Cleopatra was
made better known than Shakespeare's lines.
In fact, Shakespeare's hue, "I am dying,
Egypt, d,ying;' was commonly attributed to
Lytle.
Lytle was a better known writer, naturally, than another Lawyer-author, Lew Wallace
idIf Indiana, when the South rebelled in 1861.
{Wallace was made farneas :by "Ben Har"
gra ether novels after. the Great Rebellion.
Lytle, who had the rank of major general
in—the maittne--eheseas ta--go--to war _as colonel
of the 10th Ohio Infantry and was wounded
In Virginia in September 1861. Upon racovtry, he was assigned as a brigade commander

No. 348

-

In the linen operations in Kentucky. Seriously wounded again and left for dead at
Perryville in 1842, he was taken captive by .
Confederates.
When exchanged and patched up, Lytle
resurned_command of a bi igada He survived
under Rosecrans until the lattcr's misjudgment of Bragg brought about the costly
Union reverse at Chickamauga in which
Lytle fell. Shot down the 20th, he died next
day.
.—CLARK KLNN.kIRD

•

•

•
•

Brig. Gen. Wm. II. Lytle as portrayed In uniform, and his signature.
He was 35 is hen he gave his life at thiekainatiga.
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cutting fancy
classroom capers
a
WEATHER-BIRD

• I.

1'

SHOES
Simply perfect to wear while
prancing about the playground
or paying polite attention in
class! Special, long -wearing
Goodyear Welt construction
promises the shoe will retain original shape indefinitely.. .look
better, feel better and fit better
throughouI, the life of the shoe.
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•
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III0:17 no.CSA
.
.7. .7,44

$699

TOP QUALITY

•
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Priced at only

_

oaf

SMITH-CORONA

74
73
73
69
68
53

CENTENNIAL SCRIPBOOX

U-T Martin Branch
Registration Slated
For Sept. 25-21

The Murray'State College Thoroughbreds entered their last week
of pre season practice Monday still
Registration for the fall quarter
.hobbled bv injuries.
at- the Una ersity of Tennesoe
The Racers sho 'open Saturday Martin Branch sill .begin .Wednes.
•
against East Tennessee, one of day, Sept: 25.
the Ohio Valley Conference lase----A record enrollment of 1.500
rites, have been plagued by in-' students—is- expeeted. More than Juries since the lust days of 600 of thek will be freshmen.
Freshmen and seniors sill reg
practice. Colds Don Shelton _says
— Here's that even if his players reviver islet' Wednesday beginning at 8
NEW YORK
a bit at ads ice if you haven't al- by game time they sill not be a.m. Sophomores, juniors and :AI
ready mailed your World Series properly conintioned for a game. other classification of students
tickets. requestst to the Nee York "If we . could have had three good will register Thursday.
Orientation for freshmen will
seeks of practice sithout injuries
Yanketts: _
I think our first unit could have" be conducted Monday and Tile,
Forget it.
And then in 1964 remember held its °yin aith anyone in the day. .Sept. 23-24. Other activities
that' you must mail in your re- (league, but we practiced most of during the tuoday orientation,
quest within 24 hours after the last seek uith only one regular period sill include conducting
tickets go on sale or it sill be lineman available for contact," swimming tests,,- making of identification . pictures, administering
Shelton •said.
just foo late.
Now working only once a day. the American College Test to
The Yankee: announced at 7
p.m. Tuesday night that they ale the Racers sill deyote must of those who have not taken it
putting a "limited number" of their practice time this a eek to previously and adminr-tering the
box sad. re-served seats_
how Psychological _Test _la all tranalei'
fir .the first. second, sixth and ever. Shelton says that condition- students, approving Of health re
.. 'huldizi-; tb-outs for the
ing win navVTO continue.
,sesenth genies
Last • season. East Tennessee Choralairs singing group and the
Customers Must buy .a' 'set"
consisting of one ticket to each belt the Racers 6-3 in a rain CM:ersity. Marching Band.
Thursday. Sept. 26, sill be
of the four games and cannot bur storm at Murray. The personnel
more than No "sets." All appli- of both teams sill be pretty much church night., at all ths kw!
cations must be accompanied ey—The _game this year as lasI, East -elturelies.'Classes will begin at 8'
a certified chesk. banker's cash- Tennessee having lost only two a.m. Sept. 27. Friday esening at
ier check, U. S. money order or starters by graduation and Mur- 7. ptwe.--the merotiants of Martin
• Express money order and $I ray three. East Tennessee leads will give their annual barbecue
must be added to the cost of the in the series three games to tso. for all UTMB student, in the park
near the City' Hall.
tickets to cover mailing coats.
ENROLLMENT LISTED
Prices are 548 for a "set" el
nt—LO
box seats. 532 for reserved seats
PIKEVILLE. KY re!. — Final reNEW YORK
The iewso
and 816 for bleacher reserves. •
gistration figures at Pikeville Col- temperature reported to the' U S.
Checks should be made payable
lege today showed an enrollment of Weather Bureau th..- morning. ex-to the New York YantreEs and
XII students. of which-4M are Ken- eluding Alaska -and Hawaii. as 36,
mailed to Yankee Stadium.
Bronx,
postmarkee...----,s. and 59 per cent are -from degrees at 5.1,.11an. Idaho The high
51.- New York Orders
Pike County.
Wednesday s
vi a• Preodio. Tex
prior to 7- p.m.. Sept. 17. sill be
rejected.,
.
The' first and second games of
the Series .ill be played at Yankee Stadium Oct. '2 and 3. The
sixth and seven, if 'needed, are
scheduled
8-aj4 9 at th
stadium

Detroit .
Cleveland
Boston
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Washington .

SEPTE:i1.13ER 1 , 1l63

ni

•,-

k

10 ikr.0 Maks, diesoiellid..56561.6, 44, TIC
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A rew 'GI Chevrolet is a lot more truck than your
money bought the last time. Bodies, cabs, engines,
frames, suspensions—all have been improved to
give you more value for practically the same
investment. Let us bring one over to show you
why Chevrolet's the truck to put your money on-

•

(*ear.,. B.•

Secretarial Typewriter
FACTORY RECONDITIONED

WINDOW SMASHED—Reporter Al KJettner looks at window molding of auto used to
transport two Negro girls to
and from West End High in
Birmingham, Ala. A brick
was thrown while the girls
were being driven home, and
It areashed a window.

•

SAVE S S S
LEDGER & TIMES
10.i No, 4th Street

-Phone 753-1916

•

wotio
..011 Me Nevi

Large Assortment In—

Top grain leather uppers,
balance of shoe composed
of tom made materials.

Newest Styles, Patting Trims

QUALITY TRUCKS COST LESS

T,:zphomycrr ^ba..rokf loafer shut lny fj•plrf truck

SHOE STORE
iiawe- 11,000171. melt

Holcomb Chevrolet
- Murray, Kentucky

I.

aal-BER 1Se

•
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THE LEDGER

&

TIMES

scheduled
Probable Pitchers
linnesota - Bunntigman 1544.
Los Angeles-Mcf. Lee I-1.
scheduled

—

MURRAY, KEN
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salad.
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cRassWORD 'PUZZLE

BABY SETTING IN MY HOUSE,
days only, by the week or hour.
Call 753-2358

ACROSS
5-tiirEs
nickname
1-handles
11-Cylindrical
1-2-Varoe
Islands

y's Games

troit
Cleveland. night
Balttmore, night
loston, night
t N. Y. 2, tAvanlght
- -

a

1111111.

LAD! TO DO occasional housework. Call 753-2998 after 6:30.
.
•
8-19-P

III•alaassa

753-a116.9.
NOTICE

FOR RENT

OPEN

=or-

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
• Finest Service
• Cleati attendees

•

WILSON 0-X SERVICE
4th & Pine Streets
517c

MALE COI LEGE STUDENT needs
(laxly type wok. call ',62-4456.
FOR ALL YOUR plumbing repairs
Call Frank Taylor Lad Elroy Sykes
Plumbing Repair Service. Phone
753-4.509.
8-30-P.

I

SERVICES

OF i'UtED

WILL DO

•

BABY SETTING in my
home. Isos Miller or Phone PL 36283.
8-20-C
BABY srrnNo in my home. days
only, by nag week or hourly. Call
762-4447.
8-21-C
-

FOR

eat
14-university in
New York
State
16-Man's
nickname
12-Recede
19-Couples
20-Prefix:
Si rong
21- Plumlike
fruit
VI-Suffix like
24-Father
2L-City in
tlermany
27-Trades for
• money
219-111Ist, as
written
31- Y 011 ng hoy
31-Follows food
program
33-Inner
33-hock
26-Crony
(radlon.)
36- Pitcher
44i-Organ at
hearing

S-20-P

SALE

1960 RAMBLER American Station
Wagon. See at Hales Trailer Court,
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN. P.eLable
3 BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE,
5-21-P
party wen good ceeda tr.ay take
furnished.
Call 753-3914.
tfc over imaa balance on easy monthly- PIANO .SALE4 Carload eshipinent.
payments. Write: P.O. Box 646, Tremendous savings. Band instruNICE BUSINESS BUILDING 28 x Credit Manager, New Albany, Ind. ments. Open nights by appointment.
28 ft. with full basement. Electric
slec Tom Lonardo Piano Company.
heat, choice location. Beauty Shop
Paris, Tennessee.
office, cheap rent. 603 So. 4th. naxt, SPOTS bEFORE Y
DLR EYE3-on REGISTERED ANGUS bull. Ready
door to Crouse Auto Supply, Bax- your new carpet remove theln for service, see L. 111, Miller or Wells,
ter Bilbrey, Phone 753-5617, Naght with Blue Lustre. R
ea t electric Purdom.
5-21-C
,
.
153-1267.
S-19-C shampooer $1. Crate Furniture, 1121c
1966
RICHARDSON
HOUSE
Trailer)
. . - Call 753-12,2 oi ell6-4512. S-21-C
COTTAGE ON LAKE at Lakeway GENTLE HORSE PONY
one and
Shores, modern, T. V. Will sleep one-half years old. New
_
bridle and
two or four Phone. 436-3593. 1-TI' saddle.
ene good need 011 beatAliertON
S
-Ate'
er. Call -,39-2463 after 6:00 p. m.
_J
2 BFDROOM UNFURNISHED Apt.
6-19-C AUCTION SALE Saturday, SeptemAlso room for 2 college girls. 1609
ber 21, 10 a. m., rain or shine-,- at
Coilege Farm Road. Phone 753-2377. 1953 FORD V-8
in A-1 condition. the Nat Simpson farm. located Ve
9-21-C Will sell at a bargain. 738 Noah miles southwest of Lynn Grove near
Drive. Phone 733-6814, T. A. Tucker. Story's Chapel . Church. Will sell
S-19-C living room suite, dinette suite, odd
WANTED _J
tables, ann chairs, kitchen cabinets,
HOUSE AT 306 No. 7th. excellent safe, wood cook stove, dishes, cookNST:ONt.i.LY KNOWN COMPANY location, good house and beautiful ing utensil's, wash kettle, dinner bell,
neels repasentativia to serve estab- lot. Immediate possession, terms to teaketele, electric heater and fan,
h.'hed eldetnniors in West
Kentucky desirable purchaser. Clatide L. Mil- oil lamps, feather bed. Aetique bed
axes. Mot have car, neit
appear- ler, Realtor, PL 3-5064 Phones PL 3- and dresser, picture frame, Seth
ance and be availeble for
immediate 3059
8-19-C Thomas clock, some antique dishes.
eppointment. We guarantee to show
A 1952 Chevrolet car, two lawn
a
on earnings of e195.00 per
mowers, horse drawn farming tools
week. SEMLER OIL HEA'TER. in
Rood
fair interview, write Datriet
Man- condition, priced reasonably. Phone arid other items too numerous to
ager National Orgonization
8-19-C
mention.
Service, 753-=11.
•
8-20-P
care this paper, giving address,
phone number and full particulars
TO BUY
111713BER TIRED farm wagon, Call [WANTED
about yourself
s2Op Joe Wimberly after 6:00 p. m.
at
LVED PIANO in good coieriiiion.
'7•3-6784.
S-21-C

NI I

2

3

9

33-Eneumlum
i-Itemunereted
35-Fruit '
37-Collection of
facts
39-Precipitation
41- Mountain
lake

mom

6

7

El

-sic

RN
11112

i

1116

19

17118

Mil
NW 24 mum

22 1111I
ill

gr5
.
26

1127

28
!A&

El3.

1

ginil

31

35

32 /111

is
III3

40

37

;
Lag

I

IS38

DOWN
44
Y-Diph thong

Ul

in 41
jaiUl
46
47

NA5 1

1-Threeteld

NEW LEGION CHIEFS-New national commander of the American Legion is Dan Foley of Wabasha, Minn., who smiles
happily after his election at the national convention In Miami,
Fla.. New auxiliary president is Mrs. Luther Johnson of
Valley, Neb., shown after her election.

42-Nei
netwo.
45-Chi nets
ialmila
44-111irtiel
49-Earth
gotIdettro
51 -Note of

10 1111
I•

13

ete-__sauseur,_ voice
43-Resort
4-1-1-11a14- notice:
45-Of-aortal bird
47-Three-toed
sloth
46-Esteem
MI-Cotton fabric
52-Average
53-Wife of
Geratnt

OMB oMOOM 0110
MEM 0MR
AIM
MOM BOO
IMOM
EMU MOOdm
COOM MOM.MMOM
MOM 000 =DOM
MMOMO 00moM2030O GDR OOD
OMMO
Um r b
DOOM OMBMOM OMOH2
BOM MOM
000 MOOD M Li

7-Compass
point
1-Flight of
'tens
9-Pedal digits
10-K111rd
11-11.1blical
weeds
11-Otherwise
15-Alcoholic
beverage
18-More
domineering
20-1'a rat!tic
f ungi I pi )
22-Chenli,
count,ond
24-Writing
tablet
2- line
28-Greek letter
31- Crou n
22-Squander

1-11115 lightly.

Answer to Yesterday's PuTrte

49

II

4:50

3-81,,eenaln

ill

4 -Cease
6- Wagers
6-Refute

111

•

' 53

Nall

111
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PLANUTS2

by Charles M

TODAY 15 TNE SIXTEENTH

Schuh

CN ODD CIA1t
05E MY LEFT
THUMB, AND CN EVEN DAS
I USE NW RIGHT THUMB!

eferAr ENCILCH &WY MYSTERY ,

•

I.

LE Ira

PAIlina

BY EDWARD YOUNG
Lta. C,,pCrrgi

155 by idlYaint Toting.

LAst.rie•ted

L.,

„,„

DAN FLAGG
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When Gardner walked past minute Carringam listened to
CHAPTER 20
DETER CAltitLea_aisiN stood the Wel-yard-entrance, Carring the aiding sound of his .foottrassolutely on the street ton waited until he nad disap- steps. Then he began ranking
I
• cornet, desperately seeking In- peared unto the mist, then re- !his way stealthily across Lie
crossed the road and stood tac- I yam anti down a series of steps
spiration.
,And suddenly, miraculously mg the nigh wooden double to the boat shed.
He sat down on a massive
doors. They looked firmly shut.
out of the blue; it came.He looked at his watch. It balk ot timber and set tumsen
A
motorcycle was coming
Slowly down the street toward was 7:35. Thanks to Gardner tw to watt. Fits eyes were begin
the nail
the narbor. The engine was was already five minutes adrift. ning to get used
sputtering =evenly, alternately At this rate ne was also going light. Under the Keels of the
revving up and idling. The rieer to be late for his dinner with boats he commanded a view ot
most of the - stied, and he could
was an anonymous figure in, Jane Day.
44
guAtteiLend svelte erastriretmet.
ftuttt trna the- tert4iand deerr--oleat the W"
Re came to a stop when -pi saw was a smaller door of ordinary strrgrng on the rererew edge of
Carrington.
, size. He tried the handle, and shingle between the concrete
"ThIs is Rrixterm, Mate, isn't to nis surprise It opened. He and the sea.
owaraaIt?" said the voice of a young eliPp
litresentty
e
ci quickly insioe, shutting
mem.
the door beteed him. As ne did of a new set or 'sounds the
so ne bumped into a dustbin, rhythmic =hip of oars against
"Can you tell me where I find ahd the lid tell to the ground rowlocks, the quiet dip of beide
in water. The sounds were mti!
with an appalling clatter,
the Berry Head hotel?"
Carrington at once saw that
There was a light burning to fled, as though the oarsman w
here was the solution to his a hut at the tar end nf the en- trying to make as little noise
problem.
trance yard. A man came out as possible.
nappen to be going there and stood at the hut door for
A roomont later he ranld just
myseit." he said, grinning cheer- a mothent. listening and look- distinguish the Mack shape of
•
fully at the face under the gog- tag tnto.the mud)
, shadows, but a small ooat. something
gles. "It you would like to give almost unmediately turned and ten-loat dinghy, Oct;
take went back into the nut.
me a Ulf on the back
ward the shingle,
you right there."
But already Carringtonas ears of a man's head ant: shoual.,rs.
'eGood-oh! Hop on and hold had picked up the sound of and the regular rise mid fall of
Light"
Gardner's footsteps running the oars.
Close to the shore now, the
They set off with a roar. "If back' along the road. To his disI were you," yelled Carrington,, may they slowed and came to oarsman turned his head. ceased
-I'd have my headlights on. It's a halt on the other side of the rowing and silently swung, the
a dark road.... Evear ieft now door he was leaning against. oars into the boat. There was a
He swore in silence. Damn the sott Dumping and grating.• foe
and tollow the road along.lowed by a genie crunch as the
tneg the driver's shoulder dustbin!
,
e
Turning his head he found min vaulted over onto the shin✓
Carrington watched the trembo
1 1511rig heart Ttft ntestlikert -Ms -eye- near try-etealeteit -eta gle
swmging round the curve of the Niece the planks of the door- yard or so and secured the
Wall. They nad gone sonic way a crack. wide enough- to Klee painter to one ot the slip rails..
Carrington Wptched the- man
past' the boat yard bcfore he him a startlingly close view of
the back of Gardners'nead. He as he walked softly tip the
saw Tony Gardner,
lie had already turned back needa a haircut, he thought tr. shingle, moviag 1)111'ra:7:A119y to.
ward the boat i shed.. lie lost
on his tracks and was walking relevantly.
Gardner was breafhina heav- sight of .hu3 her a meraent: he
_slowly toward them at the side
of the road. As they flashed past ily, awning his head to look up had disapr treat- h.-Mind the hull
,
of one of the tratts.
him. salely. Inviaible behind thc and down the road.
• • •
-.7 7
When he a:item-ad again he
dazzle of the headlight, CarIJDDENLY -Carrington felt e could not 5'e' li. , tippet halt of
rington had a clear view of him
cditl tingle .creeping up his his body al :$11 *The man was
screwing up his eyes against
spine: something soft *as rub-. weenie: raht r ahors, and as
the glare.
A hundred yards or so beyond bin. against his ankles. Ile he earn- $ p -.1 ,- ea'a'rate slope,
ti. scen the boats,
Carrington tapped the driver on looked down and saw that it , zee::
the shoulder. "Can you drop Me was a mangy Derek cat . withahe meec rer !ailed at-all. All
malevolent green eyes. • And ter:elms se tt 11.1 :Ss 7 Wt1.3 it pair
.
here?"
''Oltey-dokey." Ile slowed then the thing been tp mew. of trees:erei e es, movi n'g
down and pulled in to Use side Carrington bent. down and tried staitinly,•' i.$1.0.:1:•rig now and
Silently to stem it away with ttran as [ken currar -ratuald to
of the road.
''Straigla on will bring you to his hands. Bat Jhe cat seemea l listen. but di the time corning
•
the Berry Head hotel any min- determined at ,',all costs to be !sts-tdily re.tr..c..
friendly. It went on mewinee . I Then; a voce': "Mr. Carrinee .
ute now."
- .
el
Carrington bettan to swr-.4 ton?'.' ,
"R,ghtaiii. Thanks. I'll say
At any moment G'nrdrier eneht I . Cerriehlen frotenel. Ti-'rcheerio, then."
Carrihkabn stood perfectly take it inbo. his head to tr7 the - Was satii.,a)..a; v iee i!y 1•$nii1.•ir
, about' the %vitro. lent e- r•
,
the motorcycle drove on. door.
lerating to h13 left atorg• the. j not be absiohhalts sure -11$ •
Ween the -mess of it began to
Howard. .". $1 , 1
fsde he thought he cculd hear door he leaw a hien just within I was 1.17 ^... Voice of
a
footsteps
echoing reach of•-his hand. But it Was why flits "Met-r"?
sigeinet\the we'd wall, still going. unlikely that tie cord push tt 'There man na rdaf. in f
b. m tcward the harbor. Ile niiti home without Making a noise. :cone-al.-eats It" It'$*$ "
nee ran on tiptoe, pans- With a desperate movement tie , welted atom; 11... t-t1 r$
watt:
,ne . it sin tar- to time to make eiteeed up- the eat -and- hurled aboars hale tow lei las
hear Gardner It over his shoulder to the top
Coming round . the le ! .
e a cur"e of the hew ea faimi 11.
of the gate. The cat gave
oa t • rt tt. $.
jumped
yowl
and
blood-curdling
17-Sed d'ad.
7 ',. it' 7' .
self looking Into the -barrel r .
et: cease 'eat of Gard- dawn on the other side a.siCar- a =Al 11140171i1t1C,
across.
.• •
bolt
the
., eiholiat'a. tar -Atli tip by rington pushed
Arid tti.. ..nicanbetare t,
Loeiting -quickly through the _
!iota ht•-•-1 'if a street
units
11777,-171
ia44..tv
.
a
dcor
he
Crack
in.
the
• • -i, rta tt•as ii1$11 evalkiii$7, and
had been iexpeeeing ta a . a
his
brushing
Gardner
startled
chort of the
rrf•
.ShOuldziwatith his hand. With
:eye reel.
elviali
ef
'first
cataeGardner
-90
the
"Bloody
muttered
crossal the
`eC ;sees)
Carer-nein
r'-'- to .et awes' fiura the lamp- fprncd on his heel and started surprise.
taa Co'Ca of .tvalking rapidly away iii, the di- enroll a Weer' tg Ic 7;7.c in
"
the pit of his sintir.oh
clia.t-we'rag rection of the, harlarr.
; I
, 1.$ .,)$$
For perllaps a quarter of a the lstory co:ilia
O

•

by Olt Sherwood
115.-Of4, al,
HOU.Y. HOW.1-1 1i ARE 104.1F

SINATRA TRIPUP - Singer
Frank Sinatra, who owns
half of the Cal-Neva Lodge
at Lake Tahoe and a small
piece of the Sands in Las
yegas, another Nevada gambling resort, is in danger of
losing his gambling license
for hosting and keepingsompany with this man, Sam
Giancana of Chicago, reputedly an underworld overlord.

•

IS ThAT ALL `O.-26; eee

SAY, DAN?rei CALf
YOU FROM .1,
.15T A FEW.MeES FROM eede
8A5r..TeE REASON I'M HERE...Vag vieEN /
FOuNte FROM MY'?,I. OFFICER FRIEND IN NEW
YORK THAT YOU HAD SEEN ASSIGNED TO
PEND...ETON./ FLEW LINE A 13* map Riatfr
TO YOUR tOORSTEP! CAN.... RAN, I MUST 5E!
YOU, MY ea-ARe5T.Jameserea,..asever-FA

IM eerier

-Teel heeer 1OeSsee-ef

CAF'aik
FIFTY ,S Ail I CAN
LOAN YOU ON IT.

Ca COME NOW... ms
PAT:4 9Peeea1CAllY

NEW. / PAID TWO
HUNDRED SUCKS
FOR IT...

,
-/

ta a 4

'te$

p;.

•

- - -_-L' k
,
*1

•••

_
NANCY

try- -E.L.,ir

allNh TITHIPT

I WONDER WHY
NOBODY GIVES
ME ANY
BUSINESS

WATCHES

CLEANED

10*

FASTEST
tra NY+ 4040•14••Saay•to

ABRIE

AN'

SERVICE
IN TOWN

arts,Ars

arrs....sll al471 CDs,ratsr.,tar.

SLATS

he Raehurn Vito Boren

QUIET,BOY!!
MAN MAMMV.' WE PAID A
FAIR PRICE
FOR'1OU fr

1 1 i4PirE.TO SEE WOMEN SQUABBLE

WE'LL LEAVE_ IT TO THE U.S.GOVERN M ENT
AS10 WHO HAS A BETTER ----Tee
RIGHT TC Hi m !!" er,-..- sea
-•

S

f 6r ".

tre'

it?

'-''r:.;

TIO slim Shodd‘

than your

engines,
proved to
the same

•

show you

money on-

•

v? 0'truck

'Wet .

votgc
4,

„ow

10

WHATEVER TH'
U.S GOVAM!NT
DEC1DES,AWLL
a: r.a.• irj!!

LIL' ABNER

•
_
h

.

•-;,j-••
Cel , Yeee

Hew
IT BE

'

•

by Al Camp

211

(IVHO SA(,-.4 ANY TH'NG AACtir
1.1 'YOU WAtIT TO --)BENG rA14

SEEM FArk Tc
ME -

-k:,-14,

I.

Ir.'
•
‘\

1,/
7-4.er

TAKE THE FOOD-OUT OF OUR.
MOUTHS "'IOU PAY.
BCqS - GO GET iNE "1-SUCKER.:
•
1 "7
' trig_
-

•
•

• • t•

•

4

.r

•••
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TV CAMEOS: -Slur/ 1411.11

Metamorphosis of the Moppets' Darling
By ED ,MISUREL1
NOW THERE'S this here
wife and she's trying to keep
her husky husband. B. foreign
e,,rrespondent who has just ret--rned-frtuu-absuad4rora--wass--e-ring off again ovenicaa.
She
hint in no uncertaM
tirms that sle.•11 divorce holt if
he does. Sio's a sexy. champagne-iirinkino
is willing to use her womanly wiles to
convince. him that he should
PdY more attenton to her and
_off.
:
✓ t far
heroine of a new pixy, "The In&air Sport," that has been tooring well known stock theaters.
S- e' Shari Lewis.
art Lew.s7 A ,sexy-cham;..rie-rtrinking gal seeking a
Cis orce ? Shari Lewiss ,the deof
each Saturday at 10 ant. sot the
-

• .rett-rling

FREE with each purchase of !loxes of
i_LNCAN HINES PANCAXE
,
A FREE BOTTLE OF SYRUP:-

the .m4.)pr...ts

"I know I com& as a complete surprise to everybody who
sues me in tht. rola."'sald Sn-on
- licith-w.innwit=l--hragis -the-otter
. day in New York. "But I'm
very cornfortabie in -the rule.
The girl I play is an ex-!u
•
a very gutsy e1n1.
a
- I, •••
s

-EAN MEATY - Bt-tn Butt
me-e• I r

ord Citadel, Horse' Blond• Shari Lewis is
se Indoor Sport," a
▪
s.s..e
in v. nich sae co-siars with Darren MeGavin.

, I f o:r. \Olen Shari became a winner on
toe pity an Arthur Godfrey 'Talent
Sm out." show. From there on in,
her rise was rapid. From her
0%11 Silf.V.V:i on a local New York
tnatmel she went on io her
• thi: g present network program.
t
Alm -mg the way she won, among.
!
tititcr aWards, four Emmys.
s.ee•
In addition, Shari has turned
• ti
n:o t out a number of books for
intliiren. along a ith three reIs-ne told albums and varied single
.p
Thus fall or winter her
Bin will publon a
7.eet,od of amusing letters
Is us ril,oeived from her
- 3
TV fans,
to be included are two
.1" Snath, favor,tes 'below:
•r.
. steer it,: I
!",,car Shan: My daddy says!
and Coltar•- an uhly watch your program
At 17. la •i
the nim,•••-•-g• if I keep the
rr-e-onmiTor way --anew 10
ty.
•
shelsm I wh,
n • an sleep. I have to keep the
.., :kn.
"; • ''., ...e. re- sound dial almost all the way
'off. Do you think you coa,d talk
juss a little bit lot. I•u• 7"I•ear Shall: I saw yuu on
tlot ::reet yesterday and I think
s mu ie:e just as pre•,•c Vt
sml are v. hen j,
re °met of
-u -'mu on tea

-

•

R:14

.
.
TT'

t

YGUNG TEND,. It
GRADE'A"

Turkeys

ibs

Pflr+

lb. .1341',0

g'-,

•

ICE MILK
•

•

LETTUCE

• MARGA R

PUREX BLEACH
HYDROX COOKIES
PINEAPPLE JUICE
iTAR-KIST TUNA
POTTED MEAT
VIENNA SAUSAGE

SPEAS VINiGAR Tangy Salad Dressing

LONDON t•In - Sotheby's auc- I
t.lbn h•-ri.se will put the fanied Peruv:an Crown of the Antles on sale
Nov 21 a qpnir-esmen for the firm
rt Wednesda'c.
co'cl- sod err:erald crown was
r.rt :hr statue of the V.rwln
MarP 'pavan. Peru for cen.ifrirs The statue was made in 1500
in zraotude for deli\ erance from a

'VP

No. 1 It 1-1

39,

POritT",17:,

3

•e
f

CUT CORN
or •
Ajr

GRAPES

2.5(

'APPLES - - -44r39`

VECETAIII.E SHOWl.

NG

KRAFT MIR ‘('LE - OtEtrt

NI NXWV1.1,

a

- 1 -Lb. Tin

11111

TREND POWDER (.4"

for Salads

FLESH - I

Crackers • 25c Crisco 3-lbs 69c
wr
h••
Peaches
25c
39c
10c Coffee
59c
TREND UM Kin,

SPEAS

CABBAGE

'

- 10-Oz. Pkg.

fGr

ckrit.r.

/3
1 lie

Is

.•

GREEN PEAS

tvrs

MST CUTS

,

POM( FUTUT S
13
.(:Rk STEAK.
SIACEP tfi(10-

.-,-,-• Paschall. Re 3. , Ple-ecuer
"7.•-nn Wri2ht Brown. Rt. 1. Hard!' `.frs Redfcrd Windsor. Rt 1
tum mud Irem Peze I
\no Grove - Mrs George Weak.
- arid hair)* errt: Rt. 3, Mr, Jame,•
ar I baby boy Ittrd1:.
PJCente 1)1.7134e•ted From Ntondas
0
!1 JO a. m. to Wedne.da. 8:39 a. m.
_ Andrew 1A'rtscm R:
_Mgt., mem,
••
a:: F
FLAVOR-KIST SALTINE - 1-Lb. Box
Ii
CaYt•I. 102 Sproce Mrs Brent Coopiondav
ro I.. tter;ne.day a'10 a m. e- Rt.
Mrs Nellie Wyman 103
Na l'th Mrs Kenneth Marie }h01: m Imn• P• :
RI
Benton and baby girl
•
.•
'
Fr.:, • Ft• -1 !lee 14,ii
AleYander. 903 Cold.r
ao,
,
MI,
7.1rs John Clark and baby
A :rer.rc r -! a
•0.1- •
Etter:, s
if
Rt 7, Benton: Oryila Herndon.
Cr• anti De...-m-•••,•,.. .r
Fr
•h Ft' • \Ir.. :sr. -v•••emci
F P
Toy Paschall, Hazel:
YELLOW CLING - Larve N
car: 'tar
.
.•
t'an
,
a Ft: 2 .Nt• ("h„ir:e•
.•• - `-fr• Syn Muskergw.
205 No. CherF.:, : •"-••
I
-msi-ter Davey Merrell, Hazel: I
I s•
V • t' NI: C W
- Mrs Chn.rI e.
McDermott. Rt. 5. ,
. • rt •
d F7 '"'•
It•
- 1 •
'.1
,
• _
::
M- •
„:„
,
,
•,.,,
It :
•e•mt Box
ant -ave
.r3
: 'Jr. 3 R Herder.on and
Bar"
State Market CAM 'BELL'S ',MAT() - Tall Carl
See.(ourt ti :ion Nece.nory
\
B4.7.• :: Mr James
Wow. Service
'; Mrh 2)5 W 9tia. Mrs John
•
•
M'irra•• K7, Tuesday. Sept. 17
„
Al I.-1.n
cla...rman of l9e73 - Murray trvestrick Auction
t !LI
ar-1 S:....17f cornRECTIPTG.: HOGS:
ar•b-e
!Oh:
tent - nt7tre
CALV-E-S; &tit
cia.,sroorn,
•r, K,
\
v 7.. -th "arid
HOGS: Receipts mostly mixed
pa. ' We
!tat
•
t.'
.
of
renten!'opia, erside butchers. 50c lower compared
mf ur,••..er
reathaz as a-lth last week. U S. 1. 2 and 3 bar•
p-4
•‘.-;
▪ 1:FroPir - erne.; sled irtrrx 717 lb.. $1525: 205
rib
k
. -...ola:e the law "
Oi VA 00: ITS lb. $14,00: U. S. 2
Brtt:Irrnr.de had .a.mr
HoKCI_U -I, prepared and 3 sows '300-40 lb.. $12.00-1300
the 1ssor
ld ts •t .-•:1
•ne
tr • • e 71•47T...10r: 17: 7n. courts.
CATT11F.: Receipts mostly feed'
.,nce we bel:eve the ers. cows and slaughter
Size
yearlings.
There
d -`.• ,ha• a
vith and Peedrrs weak oi 5.0r lower with
ees- *.i!'.o7-1
:rr.............
th.•
of the o'her classes about steady
oicy
.1 :to
17a:oh va• F.-- Anr. netrrn•nt rf she 13.11
SI.AUGIITER: Standard 900-1020
of
13-'"Pared,
c•
re r• rear,1
Amend- lb steers 318.75-21.76. Good 686c ses.
quart
r
tnt•:,
!nr fr. ecinim
wor- 901? lb . $20 75-2225: Good 700-900
,
.1i.p
dictates.- lb. he.fers $19.50-2175: Utility and
standard $1580-13,50: Good 300510 lb. calves 120.00-70:
Sunshine
1 I b.
and ctn./line-y.61U
13.50-1 - mm
canner and Cotter 100.00-1 mm•
Tt•t•lts- and Commercial bulls Slt; 4J.
11 00
- giant 46-oz. ca it
Dole , FLIDERS: Good A00-SW)
eteer c..11 75-2'2'90. Medtum *1725-19110
r'
to',
hoice 300-000 lb. $3375reg. size can
27.20:
',71 $17.50-21.50, Good
(clip and same ,
1f10-000
..r.ifers $2050-M.50: Medium
o-I9.00: Medium and
Goe:d
with calves 9150.00
Red Bird
-71
• ow.
SI
pn•••: Shady Pew Choice
775:
Glod
$22 50-24.Z.
. s
2 • ......
3 tcr.. • , •
.rd. $1900-21 00
Red Bird ---- 4-oz can
pared -•.•st.• --.:
Conbire c!! ;-g-..d -,..s •-rorougl-ly
sctiod.
and chill before odd‘rg to
FAIW11:11 CROWN ON SALE
.4 servin4s.
-.
OUR 75th YEAR

r,..d,rai

CF.ISITER CUTS

Siiced

10-12 Lb Avg.

e-

ii

m.,i

1

CHU
CKT
RO
AS

PORK ROAST _39

P

1,

for 640

SO •

_

69e
49e

VIETTI PORK

BAR-B-Q
71-01. Can .

19e

39e
35e
29e
2 CANS 1 5e
fr

TV DINNER

COFFEE
CAKE

11-oz.

CHILI ‘ustex
MACARONI

SARA LEE - 7-Oz.

Swanson

Red Cross

131-oz. can

29°

7-oz. box

10e

SPAGHETTI Red
_
DEVILED HAM i-nder..d
FRUIT COCKTAIL up, mt.. _
BEEF CHOW MEIN DINNER
BLACK PEPPER m,ormiuk _ _ _ _

7-or, box

- large family size --

large 2', ran --

Del Monte -

49

KEIt'

59

/NMI

FOOD
MARKEI
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
OPEN FRIDAY & SAT.
NIGHT 'TIL 8:00

can

35°
7V
Me •
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Just A Talk With An Old Farmer Ike Says
Of Visit By UPI Reporter Merriman Smith
19, 1963

THE LEDGER

EDrPOR'8 NOTE-Merriman Einnth, Itienhower's sunny office The for- led to discussion of the presidential
who has reported the activities of mer president was studying the pre-' news conferences-past and present.
four presidents for UPI, recently Iliminary draft of a magazine arti- Eisenhower feels that television capaid an informal visit, to an old cle.
meras and radio microphones have
friend and news subject, former
His first conversation however, a strong and permanent right
President Dwight a Eisenhower was about his grandchildren David I such occasions.
They chatted for about two hours was en route to las second year at
Eisenhower shies away from sayIn Eisenhower's Gettysburg office. Exeter. but Ike, as the kids call ing anything that could be conNo notes were made, no records their grandfather, was more talka- struted as direct, personal criticisen
kept, but here is .mith's report on tive about their jobs this past SLIM- of President Kennedy. But he realisenhowera current mood and mer. David worked in a college book cently told friends on an eastern
may.
binding plant; Anne was Mother , newspaper who had inquired that
Pa. ,UP11 -It was Goose in a local amusement park he thought over-use of political or
more of a friendly chat than an in- pageant and Susie got o job as a administration propaganda in a
terview. We compared notes on restaurant helper
presidential news conference tended
children and grandchildren, on aches
the integrity of the event
Roars With Laughter
and pains, trends in presidential
this day, he seldom reads anyThe general rocked with laughter I thing written about himself This
news conferences, reading tastes and
he described the levels of their i Is a pattern he began during World
the 1964 political outlook. Alter about two hours. I asked him how wages. David. 15, made 75 cents an
r
•ouel
u
would
..j.st
hew
reading while he was
l
il:eour
rn
t pl.fora
il cen.. hour Ann. 14. made only 15 cents
conversation,
an hour less Susan, 11, received In the White House and in for this,
you dropped
explanation.
talk with the old farmer," replied 50 cents an hour.
he
career .
former

at

-4\

orrryammo,

how er
Eisenhower will be 73 years old
next Oct 14. He seems a bit heavier
than when he left office in 1961,
particularly around the face and
middle This may be because he has
been getting as much exercise
did.
as
Weeks On Review
Ills principal preoccupation these
days is completion of the second
volume of his massive review of
eight years in the White House,
• plus occasional articles for a national magazine.

noghe

IT
39

19( lb.

a

C

— lb

A visitor to Eisenhower's office
punches a doorbell The disembodied voice of Mktg Gen Robert
Schulz. military aide to the fivestar general. asks the visitor's business through a small combination
nacrophone-speaker embedded in
a wall

10c
egtc

The looked door was opened by
a buzzing contraption and momenta
later the visitor was escorted into

A

LEAVES IN TEARS-- girl student at West End High
&now in Bumingliam. Ali.,
walks out in tears as the
school is integrated, "What
am I going to do"she cried.

AJMER 1:.
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grow stronger with the passage of
time. He thinks there can be no
greater threat to national security
than unwise, unnecessary spending
which in turn weakens the national
economy.
Politics: He's not taking public
sides between New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller and Arizona Sen.
Barry Goldwater of Arizona in their
quest for the GOP presidential nomination.

414/tety4 -(tegAie./m -ea?

"Kentucky Lawyer" Is
Filled With Humor,
And Understanding

Hazel Highway

We Reserve The Right To Limit

COCA-COLA
UP
7
PEPSI
DRINKS
MR.
COLA
as
DOMINO
SUGAR
Pork Roast
STEAK
89c

--Judge Mac Swinford of Eastern
Kentucky courts has written a book
on the litany years of his experience
attorney and judge. The Sunday supplement of the Courier
Journal
recommends "Kentucky
, Lawyer" to ail those interested in
the humorous side of the law
practiced by and for Kentuckians,
who assuredly are a race apart.
Included in the iinecodote about
the chsgusteci Foreman of a "hung
jury" who sends out for a midnight
Eisenhower read
supper--"eleven chicken dinners and
stream- of top-secret redealing with one bale of hay!"
ports, many
There is also the story of two opof the day
I paramount
posing lawyers who, after the trial,
and containing a great many classi- decide to go out on the town—one
fied details which did not appear in
for celebrating, one for consolation.
.. print.
a bit too freely, they
He soon found that in discussing After imbibing
their way to one of their
I such subjects later, it was hard to wind
knock on the door and final, separate between classified material homes,
in arousing the wife. She
and what had been published about ly succeed
grasps the situation, and calls down
I a given situation.
upstairs window, "Tell my
As a result, he confined most of from an
to come on upstairs!" "I'm
his newspaper reading-aside from husband
is the reply. "but you'll have
brief morning and evening run- sorry."
to come down and pick one of us
downs-to Sunday afternoons when
out!"
he carefully scrutinized the weekly
In one small Kentucky town a
review sections of about a half doman had been sentenced to hang
zen major newspapers.
Ha youthful counselor was at the
. Gives General Maws
time campaigning for public office,
In other areas D.D.E. reflected
and decided to captialize on the
these general attitudes:
by making a political
Nuclear Test Ban: Like many top situation
to the crowd who had come
LT 8. diplomats, he believes it may
After speakbe to view the execution
be a turning point and
the assembly for some time
by the Sena. But he hopes ing to
tug on his sleeve, and the
does not get the idea that he felt- a
let's
condemned man said.
the limited test ban is a guarantee
with the hanging—you're
of peace. He did not mean in a re- left on
losing votes and I'm gettin' lard acent comment that the Senate
standin' here!"
should insist on a reservation to the
The many incidents related by
point of emending the treaty. He
Judge Swinford will amuse
merely was asking that it be made
while at the same time, you may
clear the United States retained
discover a deeper respect for the
freedom at all times to use Its nuclelaw and the men who sincerely and
ar arms should this extreme step
prayerfully try to administer justbe necessary to defend this country
lce'-to our fellow Kentuckians.
or her allies.
"Kentucky Lawyer" was included
, President Kennech- made such an in the last :hipment of cooks from
the State Department of Libraries
assurance last week.
Eisenhower's feelings and is now at the Murray-Calloway
Budget:
about federal spending seems to County Public Library

rtahteWpiuebdlic

Potting in his small. cheerful office on the second floor of a building at the edge of the Gettysburg
college campus, Eisenhower seemed
quite relaxed. It was 9 a. in and he
had been in his office for nearly an
hour

•

TIM Et

h
s
i
n
r
a
t
o
t
To
as
Waris neIws.paHeperdeliberately restricted
h
The talk of his,literary ;conAshadtapnrteas*sadindeinntt,eTomrestSiencgrets a
neowfstshteormies

He keeps in close touch with politics, particularly those involving the
GOP But more and more, Eisenhower shies away from the role of
chief party spokesman He is convinced this is a job for new Republican leaders
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should spe ch

With Coupon

With Coupon

ROUND

Burr

BOSTON

PIG FEET
NECK BONES
PIE EARS
PORK !KR
BECI: LIVER

U.S. CHOICE

LB

lb.
lb.

Fresh Sliced

('ENTER CUTS

FIRST
CUTS

lb. 59e

LB

Shank
Portion
LB

lb. 49c

19e

19`

25`
39`

lb.
39c
39c
lb.

Fresh Sliced

LB

-Lawyer, Pork Chops
SMOKED
TENDER
ion
t
r
o
P
Butt
you, HAMS
Hamburger MEAT
_

25e

Plus Deposit 89c
5:c 19c
39c
lb. 10e
Case of 24

With Coupon

3
FRANKS
FLOUR
OLEO
paw..
kinles s. Myer.
SArmour'
Solids lb. 15° Crust smut
34:;:sz 25c
Baby Food
39c
ICE MILK
3
Fruit Pies
29c
BREAD
FLOUR .REELFooT LARD
5:Al 49c
-- 4-LB-cm. --59c
2.5c
s
7
zA
3
BISCUITS
Bag
59(
BREADED SHRIMP
Potatoes 19c FISH STICKS_ _ _ 10-oz. pkg. 3 F°H $1.00
Bananas
Al Reg. Size Soft
890
DRINKs
With This Coupon and $5 A di5tion'Lb.Bagal
With This Coupon and $5 Ad itional Purchase
Golder/

Yellow

STRICTLY
FRESH

LB

IL

9q e -14. $149

Bag

-Lb.

OD pc
ikts Ore,

GERBER & HEINZ
STRAINED

69c
39c
59c t

di

FRIEID-DOU
APPLE
PEACH
CHERRY

MOVE UP TO CHRYSLER'64
•

me
ID

1*-nz. box

size — —

ran —

-

_

can

39

The '64 Chryslers are here: the luxurious New Yorker (above); sportsbred 300; and, the surprisirviy -es7-to-own NewpOrt.--Clean. Crisp. Handsome. Designed in the modern conscept. Bold but
not brassy. Engineered by men who have accounted for more "firsts"
than any automobile maker. So well built the vital moving parts are
warranted for 5 years or 50,000 miles. (Details below.)
The '64 Chryslers are full of news: there's an optional steering wheel
you can adjust, up or down, to any one of seven different, positions.
Bucket seats are standard on 300 models (passenger's reclines).
These are the '64 Chryslers. They have no junior editions to compromise your investment. Go see them. Move up to Chrysler '64.
11-yeer--811.111111.esileareverenty. Chrysler Corpora n warrants, for 5 years or
Send protection tee•solid Invostsneteit
50.000 miles. whichever comes first, against detects in materials and workmanship and will replace dr r air eta Chrysler Motors
Corporation Authorized Dealer's place of business, the engine block, head and internal parts, intake anifold. water pump,
transmission case and internal parts rescluding manual clutch). tnrque converter, drive shaft, universal Jo, , rear axle and ditmonths or 4,000
terential. and rear wheel bearings of its 1364 automobiles, provided the owner has the engme oil changed eve
cry 6 months
miles, whichever comes first, the oil flier replaced every second oil change and the carburetor air filter cleane
ad service,
rag
the
of
performance
end replaced every 2 years, and every 6 months turnisheS to such a dealer evidence of
and requests the dealer to certify (1) receipt of such evidence and (2) the car's then current mileage.

•

16-0Z.

LOAVES

(REG. 23t VALUE)

Engineered better...backed better than any car in its class

3!-Oz. can

;Z;

HARTS, - COLO,ISAL
Wo.rot.n. BUNNY

•

59`

1-nz box

VANITY

1

Be sure to watch Bob Hope and the Chrysler Theater, NBC

CHRYSLER DIVISION

ROBIN
HOOD

ALL
BRANDS

RED WASHED - 25-Lb.

Trade Winds - 10-oz. pkg.

Tr„ Winds Breaded

GOLDEN
RIPE

, Fridays.

41116.,CHRYSLER
tis
MOTORS CORPORATION

!.1,14,/,lli) 1 1A 1,k 1.A

1

HT

tA

k

'‘ ' !

COU
LIBERTY COUPON
Case of 24 plus dep.
p'ola,
7sitiC
,laPep
lao
wirCoc
Coca

LB

1 OC

'

LIBERTY COUPON-

Domino

1
19

TAYLOR MOTORS inc.

• •
303 South 4th Street

•

Purchase

Murray, Kentucky

V

1"I

(Cigarettes and Tobacco Excluded)
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Iff PRICES
1101 OCT 03 M.P. ts

CHUCK
ROAST
RIVERSIDE PURE PORK

Ground Beef

C
lb

29

Sausage 3-lbs. 59c

BACON

FIELD'S PURE PORK

PORK CHOPS
End t ut

Sausage 2-lbs. 89c.

KVER
P
6
BOSTON BUTT

( enter (ut

35

PORK ROAST

4.4? 59

lb

Campbell's
VEGETABLE SOUP

FIG NEWTONS
COOKIE

NBC

1rIgli.

20:69c APPLE SAUCE

Streitman's

CHEESE

3 Dutch Apple — — — I

Empire

MARGARINE
CHILI Jasper
SAUSAGE

Mussiemanns —

15c PEANUT BUTTER pal3is.89c

21b3.49C

TOMATO SOUP

Red

No. Hi

BEANS
19° CRACKERS
239c DILL PICKLESts're:761-0.. jar 69c BEANS

Cia

290
Campbell's

15'

Big Brother
Belle — — — 1 -lb. box 19
Dixie

Crown

39
251

lb

Abeacialie Gnaw

Great Northern — — — 2lbS.25°
Pinto

It3S.'5C
1-1.h. (,in

ICE MILK
TOMATOES
SALT

Hunt's - 300 can

3Iorton's

MIDWEST

2i25,. CAGED EGGS
E„,xE,19c POT PIES

Mr. I RFD
POTATOES

100 -ril:th,; $2
"

Grade 'A' Medium

Beet,FilrosurtkyeyA.ccrehsicien

BABY FOOD

39

1/2-Gal.

43c RANGE JUICE
31)49c FISH STICKS

Seal Sweet
— Frozen

JARS

29`

25'

* SELECTIONS FROM OUR PRO DUCE DEPARTMENT *
GRAPES PINEAPPLES CANTIOUPE CARROTS RADISHES
3
29t ea.
lk 29
35°ea.
WHITE SEEDLESS

FRESH

CALIFORNIA

PKGS
.25c

qrnation
Aga

_ 29c

Frosty Acres Frozen
— 8-oz. pkg.

3

Strained

5W

Tall Can

130
ll
Ae

Mrigliftir

4

fif
(,;:i.
;
Have;
i:joyod

Aifeiph
PUILI DELICIOUS

ORANGE JUICE?
It's enriched with

PKG.

DEXTROSE
food-energy
sugar

HNSON

Fine Foodsfor Fine Folks

4W

g

Li till TINSTAN

4ing

episo,
toot

Brig/41 0
1ST
4-Oz.
Jar
69°

liER 19, 1963
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Mrs. Kennedy In
Good Condition
—

•

thereafter.
The First Lady, after about a
month of sheltered recuperation,
played golf here late Friday with
her husband and told friends she
plaimed to play even more in the
near future.

By MFXRIMAN SMITH —
UPI White House Refforter
NEWPORT, R. I. (UPS — Mrs."
Jacqueline Kennedy appeared toThe President also appeared t9
• day to have made a speedy recovhave thrown off effects of a reery from the surgery she under- cent siege of back trouble. After
went last month in connection with a chilly cruise aboard the White
birth of a child who died shortly House yacht
Roney Pita he played
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nine holes late Friday at the NewpOrt Country Club.
He shot a reported 45, a creditable
nine-hole score, particularly after
a long layoff.
The President's wife on Aug. 7
gave birth, by Caesarean section.

READ THE [TIMER'S CLASSFIEDS

FAIR
MideSolt
,..4
eikvie,.
MORE THAT FREE IN

'631

MEMPHIS 9 DAYS 9
A WORLD OF FREE
ENJOYMENT! EXCITING!

AND

EDUCATIONAL! ENTERTAINING'

CI con

Admiss1on Opens Th•
Doors To The FABULOUS WORLD
WIDE REVUE with stars from •II over tit* woad!
TH6 ATOMIC DISPLAY! THE SPACE MAN!
•
GIANT ROCKETS! FAMOUS DIVING MULES! •
T 11-1-1-7 and many more inert shows 11. othibitt!
'roof Gat*

a

JU

FAIRGROUNDS ADMISSION

ADULT $100 CHILD "N• lSe

.Spectacular WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP 4'
Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy
to a boy child who died.
. less than
48 hours later in a Boston Hospital.
Shortly thereafter, Mrs. Kennedy's.
staff announced that at the request
of her doctors, the First Lady had
cancelled all official engagements
until sometime early next year. '
She apparently is now feeling
much better and well ahead of the
recuperative schedule her doctoss
envisioned last montn. She has spent
most of the time since Caesarean
surgery at a summer residence
which she and the Chief Executive
established on Squaw Island outside
Hyannis. Mass.
She and her two children, Car'ohne and John, shifted resorts
this past Thursday, moving to the
local home of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh D. Auchincloss.

•

/0•&-1.0%
Siff

•

•

ONE-LEGGED LEAPES—S/Sgt. Donald M. Hamblen, 31, the
only active amputee in the Marine Corps, signals he's ready
for his first parachute jump sincb the jump that cost him a
leg a year ago. The plane is over Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Hamblen Jumped to prove he's fit for active partroop duty.

Smennomomb

RODEO

k

PILOT DIES IN NAVY JET TRAINER CRASH—A rescue worker covers the body of the pilot
who died when his Navy Jet trainer crashed in a field near Springhouse, Pa. The victim
was Identified tentatively by the Navy as Marine Mal. C. E. Kiser, attached to Andrews
Air Force Base, Washington, D.C.

17 THRILLING SHOWS! FAMOUS STARS!
SEPT. 20 only THE THREE STOOGES
SEPT. 21-22 America's and TV's Favorit•
Hillbillies... Granny, Elly Mae and Jethro
SEPT. 23-28 CLINT WALKER
oc-410.`--,
--.,
star of TV's ' H Y N

STARTLING EXHIBITS!
MILLION $ MIDWAY!

TICI(ETS ON
SALE AT
GOLDSMITH'S
CENTRAL
TICKET OFFICE

.

r""'frrAlir•rn-Rio oaiRMIPPR'r-... 1
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Announcing Plymouth and Valiant for 1964

The President joined the family
here late Thursday and plans to
remain until Monday morning. Mrs.
'Kennedy and the ihildren are expetted back at the White House about Oct. 1.

vidge* 6'10feail

ReVenta*Mireer:-

•••
Whoosions"

•

•

•
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•
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4IGE JUICE?

alt's enriched with
DEXTROSE
food-energy
cog Or

6-Os. Can

19

Sport Fury 2-door hardtop

C05P

rS

Tall Can

!RI

By JOIN O'SULLIVAN
E anal what?
Coee and coffee cake, Of
course!
Together they make an tinbeatable combination that's
good for breakfast or perfect for a mid-morning break,
afternoon hour, dinner dessert or midnight snack.
But the cake should be
special—and both of today's
are They have the kind of
homemade goodness money
can't buy!
TUIPTI-FRUTTI COFFEE
CAKE
% c, warm water (1054
to 115°F.)
1 pkg. active dry or
compressed yeast
c. sugar
1 tsp. salt
c. sifted flour
1 egg
margarine
c.
%
2/4 C. candied fruit
C, chopped nuts
Measure warm water into
large 'warm mixer bowL
Sprinkle or crumble in yeast;
stir until dissolved. Add sugar,
salt and about half the flour.
I
Beat 2 min., or until mixture drops from spoon in ,
"sheets".
TCTTI•FRUTTI Coffee Cake hits the spot When refreshAdd egg euid margarine.
I
ments are served. Confectioners' sugar frosting tops it off.
Beat in remaining flour until
smooth. Mix in candled fruit
1% c. chopped pecans
LUCKY PECAN
and nuts.
c. raisins
HORSESHOE
1
Drun.• small spoonfuls of
Measure warm water Into
c. warm water (105° to
, dough over entire bottom of
small warm bowl. Sprinkle or
115°F.)
, greased 8 or 9 in. square pan
1 pkg. or cake active dry crumble in yeast; stir until
or 9 in. ring mold.
dissolved. Add lukewarm
or compressed yeast
Cover with clean cloth; let
milk.
c. lukewarm milk
rise in warm place,, free from
• c. (1., sticks)
Cream margarine with egg
draft, until doubled in bulk,
margarine
about 1 hr.
yolks and 3 tbsp. sugar. Add
Bake in mod. oven, 375°F.,
3 eggs, separated
yeast mixture, flour and salt;
3 tbsp. sugar
30 to 35 min., or until brown.
stir until blended. Cover
2 c. urisifted flour
Turn out of pan immediatetightly with waxed paper or
tsp, salt
ly. Ice with confectioners'
aluminum foil. Refrigerate
c. sugar (additional)
sugar frosting.
over night.
When ready to shape, divide dough in half; roll Into
two rectangles 13 x 8 in. -,
Beat egg whites until frothy.
Gradually add /,4 C. sugar
(additional) beating until mixture is stiff but not dry.
Spread meringue on dough
rectangles to % in, from all
sides, reserving % c. for
topping. Sprinkle with 1% c.
each pecans and raisins.
Roll up each lengthwise as
for jelly roll. Seal edges
tightly. Place on greased baking sheets. Shape each into
crescents; flatten slightly.
Cover; let rise in warm
place, free from draft, until
doubled in bulk, about 1 hr.
Brush crescents with reserved meringue. Sprinkle
with remaining
C. chopped
pecans.
Bake at 350"F. for 30 min.
lleischouinn's Yeast
or until done.
SMALL SPOONFULS of Tuttl-Frutti dough are dropped
.
Makes 2 cakes.
*into greased mold, then dough is .co‘ered, allowed to rise.

Thistood-looking-1964 Plymouth,really gets up and goes and
has a 5-year/50,000-mile warranty* to keep it going that way.
This is the handsome full-size Plymouth for
1964. A few slow circles around it reveal the
clean, simple, strong shape of the modern
Plymouth. Newness is immediately apparent from the front, back, and profile, especially the new 2-door hardtop roofline shown
above. Inside the car, more new beauty,

50,000-mile engine and drive train warranty* that backs up the performance of
all 26 models of Plymouth for 1964. In other
words, if this is the year you picked to buyi
a new car, you picked a beautiful year to

and fabric strength to preserve that beauty.
Then there is the special way this car performs. Thousands of laps around the Proving Grounds show that the 1964 Plymouth
is quick, alert, vigorous—a sure bet to maintain Plymouth's performance superiority e
the past two years. And there's the 5-year/

I

Get up and go Plymouth!

Signet ZOO 2-door hardtop

This-smart-looking 1964 Valiant is a hummer in its own right and
it's the low-priced compact with a 5-year/50,000-mile warranty:
It would take an awful lot of compact to top
Valiant/64 style. Take styling. The new
Valiant is newest coming at you, with its
completely redesigned grille. Valiant presents a new rear view, too, to admiring followers. All around the car, there is more
charm than compacts are supposed to have.
Take performance. The new Valiant's stand-

value. It's at the same place you'll find
the new 1964 Plymouth ... at your nearby
Plymouth-Valiant Dealer's.

ard 101-hp engine is where the word "hummer" comes from; its optional 225-cu.-in,
engine is where the word "good-bye" comes
from. Take quality. A 5-year/50,000-mile
warranty guards the performance of each
new Valiant.* Low price is the new Valiant's
wrapper-upper. You could do a lot of looking around and never come up with a better

Valiant/64 style
Best all-around compact

wh,Nevet comes first, staked door.' in
,rorPorV.ori earrarqs
5 years 0, 50,000
* HERE'S HOW THE STRONG 5/50 WARRANTY PROTECTS PLYMOUTH AND VALIANT OWNERS:Chry8P
sown,' Mock, head and intense; parts i/talos 'sandal water p•rnr,
materials and erorkmanahie and will replace or repair at a Chrysler Motors CorporatiOn atglhOrlasd Dealer's Mace of hu,ncts,
,ear wheel hearing! Of it* 1964 1,
140.MVA,
M. rrtrlied 01.o-sew No the gnome no
case and Internal pens (excluding minuet notch), torque Nowertor, drive snail, univerlal olnts. rear axle and diffe,M,al,
second oil change and thc !rrhuuunr air filter Cleaned every 6 months and usatacal it,ory 2 ybass..arpu ilpowy 4muoth.
changed "gory 3 motlfis or 4,000 mites whichever -cornea first, the oil titter reu'Arct
lity (1) rece.pt of such evidence and (2) the car's then c,re-t en
furnishes to such a dealer evidence of perfor.anCe of the required service, and requests the deafer to Ce,

See Plymouth and Valiant in

action

on "The Bob Hops Show," tha

'World Ser.es,- and "The Huntlev-Brinklay Report- —NBC-TV.

SEE BOTH AT YOUR PLYMOUTH-VALIANT DEALER'S TODAY

PLYMOUTH

w

rliRYSLER
CORPORAMM

TAYLOR MOTORS inc.
303 South 4th Street
, iC.LUCky '
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Spain Wants
Good Relations
With America

&

TIMES —

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

possible then the liaises should be
I vacated by the end of the year.
No one expects this to happen.
Although Spain is known to believe she should have membership
in NATO, spaniel officials deny
vehemently that NATO membership
also is a condition of further use of

s-

Mrs. Melvin Leserett (left) and Mrs. Fria Foshaug, mothers
of the tao missing girls, smelt aord from the searchers.

Gilt HUNT—Sgt. Torn Nelson, off-duty policeman, takes his
bloodhound in the big search for two missing girls in Minneapolis, Minn. They are Melissa Ann Lee, 6, and Barbara
Ann Foshaug, 4, missing since Sept 7. On Sept. 11 the
fannhes received' ransom notes demanding 12.000: One
directed the mother to go to a neighborhood fortune teller
"for further information." The work of a crank, say'police.

Kenlake Tent& Trailer Park

MADRID. Spain zift -Spanish
officials emphasize that maintaining close relations with the United
States Is • keysstone of Spanish
foreign policy.
They say this will continue to
be true regardless of the current
' outcome of' Washington negotia,
tions for the renewal a the U. S.Spanish base agreement.
The agreement. concluded in 1961
' and due to expire this Sept. A.
covers U S. Strategic Air Command
bases at Torreon outside Madrid.
Moron outside
sad.&imam
midway between Madrid sod Danelona.and the mediterraasen Wend
Iv se at Rota Other. SMILIIRIC tidal:NTIUTIS also are involved.
Generahasimo Francisco Franco
goverrizner.t called for a re-examination of the treaty terms on the
grounds that after 10 years varying
conditions justified changes.
Talks in -delicate" stage Government officials here are wary of de' scribing the exact changes sought
or the progress of the negotiations,
which they describe as being in a
"delicate" stage.
But they say that since 19553 the
Soviet Union has achieved parity
with the United States in nuclear
warfare and that a cover of fighter
planes is no longer sufficient for
Spain's defenses Even greater nak
now than before in permitting the
bases in her soil.
Such an argument lends weight
to reports that, among other things.
Spain believes that further U. S..
military aid should be given in the
form of modern weapons and that
•
It should be free.--

Modern Conveniences
•
Open Year Round
Trailer Park and Storage - Truckers Campers
Mile South of State Park on Route

-

Free. Launching

94

Privately Owned

PHONE AURORA
M — PRAY. K

44-2247
- "ROUTE 7

DR. EARLE E. TISDALE
DR. WM. H. ABERNAT1RY

CHIROPRACTORS

Mon. - Wed. - Fri. - 9-12 & 2-6
Sat. 9-12 - Sunday 1-5 p.m.
- Dial 437-5131 Hardin, Kentucky
Masonic Building - S. 641
•=••••••••••=•••• •••••••mli.

FOR CORRECT

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL
with a
low cost
WANT AD

753-6363
COURTESY

PEOPLES BANK
MOSCOW CIRCUS IN U.S.—Two riders do their stuff at the
Moscow Circus performance in Philadelphia. The circus is
making first U.S. tour under ausp.ces of State Department.

of
Murray, Ky.

I'S DODGE'S 50TH ANNIVERSARY

The U S. position. according to
these reports. is that further modernization of Spanish armed forces
should be Spanish expense

Mock From Lake
v.

SUSPENDED—Rey. Felix McGowan. S. shown addressing
a Washington rally of the
Pro-Castro Ad Hoc Student
Committee for Travel to
Cuba, is under suspension by
the Roman Catholic Maryknoll Fathers. Reason: unauthorized travel to Cuba.
The suspension means hp
cannot function as a priest
until reinstated.
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the bases.
This correspondent, who arrived
In Spain as a guest aboard an inaugural flight of Iberian Air lines,
has spent the better part of a week
talking to Spanish officials and
diplomats in Madrid. San Sebastian and La Coruna. where Franco
held his last cabinet meeting.
From these conversations. other
facets of Spanish foreign policy may
be-thumbnailed thusly:
Applied For Membership
Spain has applied for associat,
membership in the European Common Market and regrets the coolne-s
which has developed between Sri tam and France as result of the
French veto of Britain's application
for full membership in the ontanis
sation.
. Spain knows she is not yet ready
for full membership in the organisation- and meanwhile will await
the direction is to take.
Officially. Spain has done no more
than keep herself informed on Portuguese diffiCultieis in Angola and
other areas of Portuguese Africa.
The two nations are, however, on
divergent courses. Spain already istalking autonomy with Spanish
Guinea and announced it at almost
the same moment Portugal was proclaiming its firm determination to
retain lie African provinces.

, Teel= of the Agreement
Under terms of the agreement,
negotiations for renewal may continue six months after the expiration date and if no agreement is
-

-May
Ituborit's
— 1000 YARDS ONLY - '1.00 to 1.49

Unbelieveable low, low price on brand

new famous
name Fall Fabrics. Only 1000 yards t osell. hurry for
beitt selection.

'The '64 Dependables are on display

* Li DAN _SILVER GLNGHAMS
* 45

WASHABLE FLANNELS

* 45 WASHABLE GABARDINES
* IMPORTED -BAVARIAN" COTTONS

SEE THE '64 DODGE ... The low-priced car that
doesn't look sr feel like ens. If you think new-car announcements are old hat, we've got news for you. Not
this year. Not with Dodge. That handsome hardtop,
above, gives you a good hint of what's in store. And
there's lots more where that came from. A full line
of '64 Dodge cars. Some models have bucket seats,
some standard seats, some have a flip-down center
arm rest that lets you enjoy bucket-seat advantages

without paying extra for them. And, you also get a
whole host of service-saving features. Like self-adjusting brakes, thorough rust-protection'ef the. body,
and with every '64 car built by Dodge, you get the
extra bonus of a 5-year 50,000-mile warranty.*
-When it comes to price, don't let the nameplate fool
you. '64 Dodge is priced right along with Ford and
Chevy. If you think this ;s a gOod deal, you'll know
it is when you Visit your dependable Dodge Dealer.

TRY THE 1864 COMPACT DODGE DART ... The fresh new compact
In the large ecorierny site. dart IS a family compact all the way. Lots of
room. Lots of comfort. Lots of performance. And a nice low price. In fact,
few compacts cost less than Dart. Not one gives you so much for the money.

*114E DEPENDAILEF fi-YEARIMM111-111111.1 WARRANTY—
Chrysler Corporation warrants, for 5 years or 50,000 mites, whichever
comes first, against defects in materials and workmanship and will
replace or repair at a Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer's
-place of business, the entire block, head and internal parts, intake
manifold water pump,transmission case and internal parts ieicludung
manual ciutchi torque converter, dnve shaft, universal ioints, rear
aole and differential, and rear wheel bearings of its l964 autcrnoh ,l.
provided the owner has the engine oil changed every 3 rnont,
4,000 miles whichever comes first, the oil filter replaced every sec.,,.n
out change and the carburetor air filter cleaned every 6 rriciths and
replaced every 2 years arid every 6 months furnishes to such a dealer
evidence of performance of the required service, and requests the
dealer to certify (I) receipt of such evidence and (II) the car's then
current mileage.

DRIVE THE BIG DODGE 880 FOR '64 ...The mkt, thoughtful step
above the low-price field. Big room. Big ride. Big luxury. Big power. Big
in everything but price. The new Dodge 880 is the one big car that doesn't
give you the business when it comes to buying. Two series, nine models.

Go Dodge'64
212 W. WeshIngtc'n
Paris, Tenn.

DODGE DIVISION

CHRYSLER

TAJ MOTORS CONTTRATION

TAYLOR MOTORS inc.
303 South 4th Street
SEE "THE BOB HOPE SHOW", NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTING.

Muliray, Kentucky
<- •

